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;tudents rally for role in University reforms 
Questions arise about administration's exclusion of students from major decisions 
)onya Matheny 
/Aubalne Woods 
liO Staff Writers 
l)W work at Howard and you 
1<ll working lo benefit the 
p.111,. then you are my enemy. 
what do you do to your 
1t1? You eliminme them!' said 
mi medicnl student Ke l in 
a, who called for student 
to ,top "'inviting and asking" 
rtsponses Trom tl\e 
<!ration on restructuring, and 
:ll. "demand"' them. 
;:a.Jeni.,. assembled in Cramton 
•,rium Wednesday cheered in 
..: to Brown's call for direct 
, at a forum addressing the 
,tudent involvement in ln,t 
, massive lay-offs of 400 
it) employee,. In contrast, 
arJ University Student 
dation President Chidiadi 
a said the forum was not 
'1Cd as a means of protest. but 
cans of gathering student 
said. 
While 
students 
waited for a 
place to 
assemble. 
local media 
attempted to 
cover the 
event, but 
were removed 
by security 
officers and 
student 
leaders who 
urged their 
constituents 
not to grant 
interviews. 
"I didn't 
want any 
outside press 
because this 
is not an 
outside issue. 
For us, this is 
home. I 
of the media. 
''The media is not somethinj: to 
be dealt with in a hostile way,' he 
said. "My impression is that they 
were childish and irresponsible. 1 
was just doing my job as a reporter. 
And as an African-American 
newspaper, we have a totally 
different mission from The 
Washin~ton Post or The New York 
Times.' 
Akoma said the reporter was 
removed with the other White 
reporters as a matter of fairness. 
"I'm not trying to be 
discriminatory. Media is media,'' 
Akomasaid. 
The forum, which was scheduled 
for noon, was delayed for an hour 
and a half because the doors to 
Cramton Auditorium were locked. 
Students were forced to move to 
several alternate locations in the 
School of Business before finally 
gaining access to Cramton. 
u, b not 10 chop anybody\ 
off. Our focus today is 
t11c governance."' Akoma 
Hundreds of students crammed Into the Business School Student Lounge 
Wednesday afternoon after earlier attempts to convene In Cramton Auditorium 
__ -'l personally 
believe you 
Matthew Watley, Sean Barney, don"t put your 
Shaconda Walker and other leaders f a m i I y 
discuss frustrations over HU reforms. business on 
l"m sorry if you feel like I've 
White-washed. l'mju,t being 
rmation conveyor to you."' 
· third }Car fine arts student 
,u,,,.nnt said he did not "ant 
,d the same information he 
hearing from the 
1tration. 
.\re we actually going to get 
I input? It loo'ks like ihe 
·,trauon is using students to 
d to students," l\e said. 
SA representative Matthew 
!1 defended the leaders. 
· f the need for students to 
nly after ha, mg learned the 
"Before we go protest, we need 
to find out what's going on. We 
don"t want to go out there loud and 
wrong;· he said. 
According 10 Akoma. he and 
other leaders wanted to find out 
students· concerns so they could 
present them and a list of demands 
to Interim President Joyce Ladner 
for consideration. 
..We"re going to put them together 
in a posiuon paper of the student 
body and take it to the 
administration tonight," Akoma 
said. 
The student leaders· demands 
called for the University to revisit 
the restr!)cturing process, including 
student mput. 
'"We were told as student 
representath'Cs we couldn"t serve 
on the committee because it 
involves 'sensitive' subject matter," 
School ofCommunicauons Student 
Council President Roslyn Satchel 
said. 
In an interview Tuesday, Dean 
of the College of Arts and Sciences, 
Clarence Lee said the sensitive 
subject matter surrounding 
restructuring will not affect students 
"If e1'Crything works out as 
planned. students will not feel 
anything," he said. "If anything, in 
a few years they will be saying how 
much more money has been put 
into their academic programs." 
However, Sophomore Constance 
Morrison said she has already felt 
the effects of the job cuts. 
"I went to student accounts to see 
if my loan check had arri 1'Cd. I was 
told that the person who could 
approve it was gone. I couldn't get 
my check! How could they say that 
it would not affect students? Second 
semester is going to be a disaster,'" 
Morrison. a music business major. 
the street," 
Akoma said of the media, after 
giving them a short statement. 
''The damage that was done this 
spring by the media has done 
irreparable damage to the 
University. I can't stop you from 
talking to the media," Satchel told 
students. "'But make sure what you 
say is responsible. The media has 
come here with their own agenda." 
James Wright, a reporter from 
The Washington Afro-American, 
who was removed from the forum, 
told The HILLTOP in a telephone 
interview that Akoma and other 
leaders do not understand the role 
Chldladl Akoma, 
HUSA president 
!hooting assailant at-large after death of Howard student 
1 lamonica Rice 
1l Staff Writer 
1 week after the shootin,g death of 23-_rear-old 
Univer;ity student Christopher "Rick Morris 
1 ~se party last Friday, N01; I 1, a SI .000 reward 
11 offered to an)One with informalion leading to 
• - ,t of his assailant. Morris. a junior in the 
. e of Arts and Sciences, was from Dorchester, 
\ccording to Metropolitan Police officials, the 
:ot occurred at a birthday party in the I 800 block 
ih Street. NW at approximately 3 a.m. when an 
ltd guest entered the house and opened fire on 
d. 
fore anybody knew (the assailant] wa.~ there, 
,t came out," ,aid a friend of Morris who 
to remain anonymous. "It happened so fast, 
~a.,n't any time to run or to think. all everybody 
just duck down." 
,u,pects had been apprehended at HILLTOP 
e. 
c President of Student Affairs Steve Favors said 
of Morris described him as subdued, dedicated 
and dependable with a promising future in the medical 
field. 
'"He was quiet. He had a good heart. He was always 
willin& to help somebody. Re was going to become a 
doctor.' Morris" unidentified friend said. "He was 
always smiling and a good student, studious. 
hardworking and ambitious." 
The house party was held at a residence ft ve blocks 
from the campus. an area where a number of University 
students reside. Residents told The HILLTOP that 
drugs and gang violence have been major problems in 
the neighborhood. 
Metropolitan police have recently increased security 
in the area. whicn is surrounded by Lucy Diggs Slowe 
and George Washington Carver Halls and the-Reverend 
Jesse Jaclcson's home on the corner of 4th and T 
Streets, N\V. 
Campus Police Chief Lawrence Dawson said they 
are concerned with the safety of students who live off 
campus, but their patrol boundaries do not extend 
fanher than the campus. But they are concerned with 
the types of activities students engage in off-campus. 
"Students are going to go out, but if they're going 
to party. theY. should keep an antenna up and be 
cautious," Chief Dawson said. 
University President Joyce Ladner issued a statement 
expressing her sympathy for the victims. 
"I deeply regret the tragic and very troublin_g 
shooting incident which occurred," Ladner said. 'This 
tragedy is yet another example of the violence which 
all too often stalks communiues through the nation. We 
feel a special measure of sadness when it occurs to one 
of our own." 
This incident has raised not only students' concerns 
with safety, but also the concerns of parents. Alyce 
Gaither, who has a daughter attending Howard and bves 
in the District, does not hold the Uni1'Crsity responsible 
for the shooting, but stressed the importance of students 
making careful decisions for their entertainmenr.-
"You can't say this will happen at every house l?artr, 
... some danger can occur at anytime or function.' 
Gaither said. "[We talked toJ our daughter about 
makin_g wise choices. Society 1s not what we'd like it 
to be.' 
"'I don't think that Howard is the total blame, things 
that go on in society is a problem worldwide ... Howard 
is not distinguished as the only school fighting this 
problem,'' Gaither said. 
According to Metropolitan Police and University 
officials, no arrests have been made, however, they are 
investigating a tip that Morris saw some people during 
the party with whom he had a confrontauon with a 
couple of months a_go. 
Though no one 1s certain whether these people are 
connected to Morris' death. friends of the deceased say 
the confrontation could not have warranted the death 
of their friend. 
"'lfyou ha1'C a foolish ar~ument, make sure it's settled 
and don't prolong it. Don t threaten anybody, just try 
10 solve it ma sensible manner because this whole thing 
happened over foolishness," Mcrris · friend said. "l 
wouldn't want this to happen to anybody else." 
A memorial service will be held this Wednesday, 
Nov. 22 at noon in Andrew Rankin Memorial Chapel 
on the University's main campus. 
The wake for Morris is today and the funeral will 
be tomorrow in Massachusetts. Also. the University is 
providing counseling to students as needed. 
Anyone with information is encoura~ed to contact 
the Merro_l)olitan Police Departments Homicide 
Bureau at (202) 727-4347 or Crime Solvers at 1-800-
673-2777. 
• 
THE HILLTOP Alleged abduction, rape prompts investigations 
abducted the female resident without being seen 
or stoP.ped by dormitory staff or security. 
building simply attracts peo~le," Keene said. 
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1528. a Black explorer known only by the name Estevanico. ~ an expedition to become a pioneering explorer of th_e 16th 
. After being shipwrecked off the southern western region of 
f Coast, he \\Cnt on to begin his own explorations. 
y,ician J0l)e Cooke Wright was born in 19,19. She was.the 
m charge ot ~ancr research at New Yori. Medical College and 
d numerous trc,1tises on her wrnk 
In 1960 author Richurd Wright, who wrote "Native Sim.'' 
Boy"' 'and other works rcnectil)g the plight of A,mcnc?n 
ans in lhe early and mid twenuet_h cen1ury. died in Pans, 
. '"Nati,e Son," his first novel published 111 1940. sold more 
.000 copies. 
Publisher John Scngstake was born in 1912, President if 
ke Newspapers and head of ~hnagamme4 fybltshers, he also 
the Negro Newspaper Publtshers Associatton. 
BY. Rois Beal 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
A full-scale investigation has been launched 
by Howard University Campus Police and the 
Metropolitan Pol ice Department in an alleged 
abduction/sexual assault of a University student 
Monday. 
Monday night between 12: 15 and 12:30 a.m. 
the student was reported as being abducted from 
the vending machine area of the llethune Annex 
lobby, raped, and then returned to the dormitory 
by her attackers, according to a police report 
filed by the University. 
"I'm inclined to believe the girl's alleged 
attacker was a non-student," Vice President for 
Student Affairs Steve Favors said. adding that a 
suspect has not been identified. "But at this 
point. we have no clear idea who the person 
was.'' 
Favors did confirm the victim's report of 
bein~ abducted possibly by gunpoint, however. 
• She described having a hard object at her 
back. but she didn't see anything and for all we 
know it could have been any other solid object. 
We just don't know at this point," Fa1'0rs said . 
The alleged assault is particularly distressing 
to Bethune Annex residents because the assailant 
reportedly gained access to 1he dormitory. and 
"A lot of girls don't realize the risk to security 
they pose when they sneak people they barel,Y 
know in here." Sophomore Nora Edwards. "It s 
a shame that you can"t even feel safe in your 
home. I'm sc3(l!d now to leave my door unlocked 
for even a seeond,"the Bethune Annex resident 
said. 
A Bethune Annex resident assistant. who 
wanted to remain anonymous, said the 
University"s recent actions to lay-off hundreds 
of employees played a large role in the assault. 
"Because many Howard employees live in 
the surrounding communities, residents of 
LeDroit Park and other communities knew the 
layoffs were coming. They knew there would be 
confusion with new front desk J)Crsonnel coming 
in. Not only that. but the residents themselves 
were even broadcasting security weaknesses in 
the dorm," the source ~aid. 
William Keene, Dean of Residence Life 
confirmed reports of the assault, but sought to 
reassure students that the reduction of the 
University's workforce and the alleged incident 
were in no way connected. 
"It should be noted that no security officers 
were affected by the recent layoffs, also we've 
maintained a heavy security presence, and a new 
"We feel security is good. ' Keene said. ''But 
security is something that can always be 
improved." 
But students find Keene's reasoning 
unacceptable. They attribute the incident to an 
"unresponsive" administration they feel is 
indifferent 10 their needs, the restructuring and 
other students who regularly violate visitation 
rules - giving outsiders access to the dorm. 
Medina Senghore, president of the Bethune 
Annex Dorm Council, was outraged by what she 
felt was the administration's lac!( of concern for 
students· safety. 
"'The Administration has taken a 'we don't 
care· stance on student safety issues," Senghore 
said. 
For Sophomore Britney Hughes. the alleged 
assault hit a deep nerve. 
"It could have been me," said the occupational 
therapy major. "I go down to the vending 
machines late at nigfit all the time."' 
The case is stiU pending the completion of 
an investigat ion into the matter by the 
Metropoli tan Police Department. When 
contacted, Officer Robert Garisto said he was 
unable to release additional information on the 
details of the case. 
In Loving Memory of 
Clinstoplier 1(icardo Morris, JunWli 
1971-1994. 
'11re J.ifftop mourns tfte foss of our feffow 'Bison, wfto was e:ruv(fed in tfte Scftoo( of !fine .fifrts. 
Jl memoria[ service wif[ 6e ftefa 
'Tuesday, 'J&vem6er 22 at noon inJIJu{rew 'R.!znf<in Cftapef. 


• • Metro threatens cuts, Inore expensive serv1c 
BY. Rasheeda Crayton 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Metro buses arc an every day sight in 
1he city. Yet, because of the city budget 
crisis, citizens might not be seeing as many 
buses, may be forced to wait a linlc longer 
and may pay a linle more for Metro bus 
service. 
The District of Columbia is roughly $18 
million short in their subs idy payme nt to 
the Washington Metropolitan Area Trans it 
Authority (WMATA), which is in charge of 
Metro services. 
According 10 Cheryl Johnson, deputy 
director of Publi c Affairs al WMATA, 
"[WMATA is] recommending the Dis trict 
fully pays its share of the subsidy cost." 
However, if the District does 1101 pay 
Metro the mMcy ii owes, WMATA has 
proposed some drastic cuts to reclaim its 
mo ney. 
transfers. discontinuing the school children 
subs idy, requiring school ch ildren to J?llY 
full price to save $3.2 million, increasing 
the elderly and handicapped rate from 35 
cents to 50 cents and raising the Anacostia 
reduced fare rate from 35 cents to 60 cents, 
saving the city $.7 million. . 
The third plan involves c uts of drasuc 
proponions and is projected to save_ $ 16.6 
million. lt would involve discontinuing 
Saturday and Sunday service, which woula 
shave $8.6 million off che deficit, as well 
as discontinuing weekday evening and 
night owl service Lo save an estimated $8 
million. 
Metro officials s tressed chat these plans 
arc only tentative and would o nly be 
" temporary solutions ," lasting o nly one 
fiscal year. Metro officials said it would 
prefer geuing the money from the city 
rather than making cuts. 
"We want to continue to provide full 
service for the area," Johnson said. 
Officials said Metro railway service is 
not in jeopardy because the District _shares 
it with Maryland a nd Virginia. so 
payments are arranged differently. 
At the 1995 fiscal year budget he_aring 
he ld by the Commmee on Reg ional 
Autho rities las t Wednesday, WMATA 
o ffered three proposals for cuts in service 
under consideration if the c ity refuses to 
Pll).; 
fhe mildest plan, which offered savings 
of $2.6 million. included discontinuing 
rare ly used routes and merging some 
routes. 
However. when asked ifWMATh would 
consider any cuts in the Metro railway 
Green line service between U S treet 
Cardozo ~nd Anacos1ia and runs solely 
wichin the District, Johnson said it was 
unlikely, bul .. never rule anything put.'' 
Shaw bus riders exit the route 70 bus headed to Silver Spring. 
.. [Metro's] tapped out." for ways to pay WMATA hopefully by 
year's end. 
A slightly bolder plan that would 
provide sanngs of S9.8 million was also 
co nsidered. Thi s plan included saving $5.2 
million by e liminating free rail-to-bus 
It was suggested al the hearing that 
Metro cut their budget, yet WMATA 
general manager. Lawrence Reuter, said, 
Reuter saiil'WMATA has cut its budget 
to the bare minimum and now it is up to 
the city to pay WMATA what it owes. 
Councilmember Jack Evans, Commiuce 
on Regional Authorities chair. is looking 
"We believe we can get this paid off by 
the end of the year." said John Rawls. a 
spokesperson for Evans. "We're meeting 
with Metro. and we' re cons idering making 
some c uts in o the r government ar, 
come up with the money:· -
Rawls declined to name 
ag encic., considered for cues. 
Local Newsreel 
Two Day Health Care 
Conference Looks at 
Health Care Reform 
The Howard University College 
of AUied Health Sciences will be 
celebrating its 20th anniversary by 
presenting a conference 10 discuss 
health cure reform and pci,onal 
wellness. 
The conference. which will be 
held at the Howard University 
Hotel nn Nov. 18 and 19. will 
feature a joh fair, workshops and 
exhibits. 
The job fair will be held at the 
College of Allied Health Sciences 
and the College of Nursing on 
Friday and wiU house more than 
I 00 vendors. 
The workshops will be offered 
both days and will look at such 
topics as stress management. diet 
and e~ercise and \afe sex. The 
discussion at the workshops will be 
Jed by health professionals from the 
Universit\ as well as the 
surrounding Washington 
Metropolitan area. 
The e~hibits wiU feature hands-
on e~perience with technical 
advancements in health care such 
as screening for diabetes, 
cholesterol and anemia as well as 
Bioelectrical impedance for body 
fot anal,sis. 
The conference registration fee 
is $ l 95 and covers conference 
materials, break,. b.mquct and 
admis,1011 10 all conforen<·e 
~e~sions 
George Washington 
UnlversitY. Study 
Eramin"!'J Racial Patterns 
In Mayoral Primary 
A new report from George 
Washington Unhersity 's Center fur 
Washington Area Studies took a 
look at the role that race plays in 
shaping political dynamics in a 
recent report, "Racial Patterns in 
the 19'l4 D.C. Mayoral Primary: 
Beyond the Hand-Wringing." 
Jeffrey Henig, dirt>ctor oT Gw·s 
Center for Washington Area 
Studies foels there is a distinct 
connection between political 
choices in the District and race. 
"Only the naive have totally 
disregarded the way the racial 
characteristics of different O.C. 
neighborhoods seem to find voice 
in the r,olitical choices those 
nei~hbomood, make on election 
day. • Henig said. 
Henig used three factors for his 
examination. They were the/>attera 
of support demographical y. Bill 
Lightfoot's decision not to 
challenge Marion Barry because he 
feh it would racially polarize the 
city and Barry's coalition beyond 
lower income Black wards. 
The re,J>Ort looked at the city' 
140 erecincts and provides " 
histoncal context for unden,tanding 
the 1994 primary re~ult 
comparing tliem to I I othe 
competitive. city-wide elections 
between 1978 and 1990." 
To receive a copy of the re rt 
call the Center for Wa.shington 
Studies at 676-424 7. 
Holiday Seuon ~s 
Busy Sea90n for 
Washington Airports 
Thanksgiving week will bring 
a tremendous an10011t of tru\'elen; t 
National and Dulles Airports and 
the MetroJ>olitan Washington 
Airports Authority is getting ready 
for the traffic rush and askin 
motorists to prepare for the season. 
"While the liolidays are alway, 
hectic at airports, travelers wh, 
have not been to Dulles or National 
since the holidays last year ~ 
gorng to sec some dramat1 
changes. We're well into ou 
construction program at both 
airports. and don't want people t 
be surprised by changes to trafli 
patterns and parking," Airports 
Authority General Manager James 
Wilding said. 
11-avelers going through Dull 
will sec coos1<1erable changes with 
the west and east side additions t 
the main terminal building and the 
new roadway ~iddle rall)p well 
under construction 
National Airport truelers will 
see the steel structure to the new 
terminal bet,..cen the Metrorail and 
the Potomac Rher. 
At National, there is limited 
short term parking in front of the 
main terminal and adjacent to the 
interim terminal and at Dulles. 
construction has caused roadway 
and terminal walkway detours, 
therefore travelers should allow 
C)(tra time for ~g and chcck-m. 
The followmg Holiday travel tip 
are offered by the Airport 
Authority: 
• Allow at least two hours i 
advance of your flight schedule. 
*Use the Metro and Washington 
Flyer Express to get 10 the airport. 
National can be reached directly b 
Metrorail on the blue or yello 
lines. Dulles has a Washmgto 
Flyer service leaving West Fall 
Church every half hour. 
•.Make sure all luggage ha 
identification tags on the outside. 
What's Happening in D.C. 
November 18, 19 & 20 
A Special Evening with Patti LaBelle 
8 p.m. (Fri., Sat., and Sun.); 3 p.m. (Sat. and Sun.) 
Patti LaBelle performs at the Warner Theater with special guest 
Norman Brown. 
Tickets are available at all Ticketmasters, all Hecht Co. stores and 
the Warner Theater. 
November 25, 26 & 27 
Kwanzaa Holiday Expo, Inc. 
11 a .m.• 6 p.m. 
This celebration of African culture will feature the Ujamaa 
Marketplace wilh hundreds of exhibitors selling rare and eccentric 
gifts such as ancestral beads, fashion and arl in addition to books 
and computer sofl.ware. There will nlso be national celebrity 
appearances live entertainment, a children's village a fooil 
pavi_lion and business, educational, cultural worksnops and 
semmars. 
Adult tickets are $5 and special discounts are available for 
children seniors and students. 
Andrew W. Mellon Auditorium located at 13th and Constitution 
Avenues, N.W. 
Kwanzaa Expo to bring directi 
to African-Am.erican com.m.unit~ 
BY. Reglnold Royston 
H11ttop Staff Writer 
The National Kwanzaa Expo will 
kick-off its four-ci cy tour in 
Washington, D.C. Nov. 25-27 and 
plans to bridge the needs of the 
African-American community with 
economic cooperation and self-
subsistence within the community 
or Ujamaa. one of the seven key 
principles of Kwanzaa. 
The Expo. a promotion of 
African-American heritage, will be 
hosted by Better Family l..ife. Inc. 
Dr. Thutmose A. Thomas, the 
president of the Washington chapter 
of BFL and community activisc, 
feels the Kwanzaa season is the 
continuation of the empowerment 
struggle of the '60s. 
·11,e chief crisis facing African 
Americans today is a cultural crisis. 
The expo is much more than just 
venders selling things, it's a place 
where people can participate and 
learn how to celebrate their African 
heritage," Thomas said. 
K wanz.aa was developed by 
Maulana Karenga. an African 
s tudies educator. in 1966. Karenga 
saw the need for Blacks to link 
themselves with uniquely African 
principles and celebrate the roots of 
African symboli~m and culture in 
a community setting. 
Centered around traditional first 
harvest celebrations observed by 
many African c ultures. the 
Kwanzaa holiday annually brings 
together I 8 million African 
Americans in a communal 
e)(pression of seven Swahili 
J>nnciples. corresponding to each 
day of the holiday. 
appearance from hip-hop artis t 
Heavy-D, as the expo tours through 
Washington, D.C., St. Louis. 
Philadelphia and New York until 
Dec. 19. 
"We developed the Pre-Kwanzaa 
Expo, prior 10 the season itself 
because we're trying to develop 
economic opportunities for African 
Americans. We recognized this is a 
time of year that will help make or 
break businesses and we wanted to 
provide [an) environment for our 
people to support each other while 
at the same time support and build 
a community," Thomas said. 
The Ujamaa Marketplace will 
provide a venue for African 
Americans 10 support national 
Black craftsmen and makers of 
unique African-centered products 
and ritual Kwanzaa celebrants. It 
will a lso feature a business village. 
wich workshops on netWQrking and 
keeping_ Black do llars in the 
community. 
On each of the three days , the 
Expo will recognize the particular 
acnievement of all within the 
Diaspora. The first day will be 
dedicated to Africans from the 
Caribbean, the next day will 
commemorace the achievements of 
the people on the continent and the 
last day will be a salute to African 
Americans, something Donna 
Allen. a Ph.D. mass 
communications student from 
Guyana, believes is important. 
The three day Expo. held at the 
Smithsonian's Andrew W. Mellon 
Auditorium, offers an opportunity 
for the entire Washington 
metropolitan area to enjoy poetry 
reading, storytelling, fashion shows 
and martial arts exhibitions. Jazz 
and reggae showcases are also 
planned along with celebrity 
"A lot of 1i mes. we seem 10 
emphasize the differences between 
African peopfes, and the fact that 
African Americans are interested in 
getting touch with Africans on a 
cultural level. rather than on the 
usual political level, is very good 
for 1he community," Allen saiil. 
Shah Bowens. a legal 
communications major from New 
York. also thinks the holiday is very 
relevant for African Americans. 
Or. Thutmose Anthony Thomas, 
President of Better Family Life Inc. , Washington Me tro Cl: 
"It's valuable because this time 
of year, we've been taught to 
celebrate materialism, the whole 
'White Chris tian G od, White 
Christmas. White Jes u~• thing. 
During Kwanzaa, you learn about 
yourself." Bowe ns said. 
The Kwanzaa Expo Tour is the 
first in a , cries of Kwan~ 
e ve nt. 10 b 11 ho sted b1 
Famil y Li fe. Inc. The k 
holiday i~ obsen ed annu~ 
Dec. 26 to the firM of tht • 
Norplant side effects outweigh 
benefits to women, law firm warns 
BY. Nikki Credle 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
'They're not telling women everything about 
Norplant,'' Aaron Levine of Aaron Levine Law 
Firm Association, said. 
Levine's comments are directed cowards Wyeth 
Laboratories, Inc., manufacturer of Norplant. 
Approximately I 5 class action lawsuits have 
been filed agamsl Wyeth Laboratories. 
At least two petitions were sent to lhe 
Judicial Panel on Multi-district Litigation in 
Washington, D.C .. requesting consolidation and 
transfer of all federal Norplant cases. 
Wyeth Laboratories said they will continue 
10 contest the c lass action lawsuits concerning 
the removal and side effects of the Norplant 
System. 
The Norplant system includes a set of si)( 
silasticcapsules, each containing 36 milligrams 
of Levonorgestrel. Silastic is a type of silicone 
rubber. Levonorgestrel is a• synthetic progestin 
widely used in oral contraceptives ancf in single 
agent "mini-pills." 
"Each capsule is sealed with a medical adhesive. 
Wyeth Laboratories. Inc. promoted a procedure 
instructing the implantation of Norplant whereby 
the six s1lastic capsules are implanted in a 
woman's inner upper arm, usuaUy the left. 
According to Wyeth Laboratories, to Norplant 
patients th e implantation and removal of 
Norplant requires a ''minor, in-•office surgical 
procedure using a local anesthetic." They also 
assured Norplant patients that the side effects 
of the contraceptive wou ld on ly include 
menstrual cyc le irregu larity, headaches, 
nervousness, dizziness and nausea. 
Marc Deitch, vice president of Wyeth 
Laboratories, believes the lawsuits are not wrong 
because they do not rcnect the individuality o f 
the Norplant procedure. 
"We continue to believe that class action 
litigation. is inappr:oeriate because Norplant 
removal 1s an md1v1dual procedure that is 
affected by a number of variab les ." 
Deitch.medical d irector for the lab, said. 'These 
variab les inc lude how the capsules were 
originally inserted, the procedure used for 
removal a nd circumstances that are unique to a 
given patient.'' 
Levine, whose law firm represents women 
who have been injured by N"orplanc. saidthe 
re3$0n for the surge of litigation against the 
manufacturer results from the manufacture r 
unde rsell ing the severe side effects of the 
contraceptive and failing towarn women about 
insertion and removal complications. 
Wyeth Laboratories claims that the "vas t 
majority of Norplant removals are not difficult; 
no stitches required and bruising is minimal." 
They insist the procedure may take a little longer 
if the tubes were insened wrong or removal was 
attempted more than onee. 
The side effects include disturbed menstrual 
cycles ranging from spotting to cessation of 
periods, catastrophic bleeding, severe headaches 
and nausea, depression, facial hair growth 
vaginitis, breast discharge, inOamma1ion of the 
skin, nuid retention ancf cysts. 
Levine also said the manufacturer failed to 
warn women that the key to successful removal 
of the implant was proper insertion. 
"'The implantation ofNorplant should be done 
by surgeons. Unfortunately, the procedure is 
being done by average OB/GYN cfinical nurses 
who_ may _no\ be certified to implant Norplant," 
Levine said. The manufacturer encourages this 
because it saves the m money." 
Levine, who has been in\"o l,ed m~ 
medical training and a n ac tiviM fa.-
co nsumer rights. said his law firm ha• 
the ir services 10 educating women a~ 
serio us s ide effects o f Norplant. 
"We provide full compliment~ 
spec iali!.ts 10 our c lients ... he said. -~ 
<focto rs . nurses, and gynecolo~ists ch:il 
services to our injured c lients.· 
Norplant Syste,n Side Ejft 
• Disturbed menstru~ 
cycles ranging from 
spotting to cessation 
periods 
•Catastrophic bleedir 
•Severe headaches. 
nausea 
•Depression 
•Facial hair growth 
•Vaginitis 
•Breast discharge 
• Inflammation of the' 
•Cysts 
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Republicans positioned for power in Congress 
Blacks in GOP make come back Election results 
ensue chang es 
BY, Jonathan Wharton 
H11ttop Staff Wrtter 
After a surprising general 
election, the Republican political 
party has clinched the maJority of 
seats in both the U.S. House of 
Representatives and the Senate. 
The party also helped elect two 
Black Republican congressmen for 
the I 04th Congress, starting next 
January. 
A record 24 Black Republican 
candidates ran ~or the House. the 
largest in history. Out of the 24, l 0 
ran against Black Democra t 
incum6ents. 
Rep. Gary Franks (R-Ct.), a two 
term lawmaker, represents the 5th 
Congressional District, which has 
a 90 percent White voting 
population. Franks is the first Blac~ 
Republican in the House in nearly 
60 years and has faced opposition 
from his fellow colleagues in the 
Congressional Black Caucus. 
But now. Julius Caesar Watts (R-
Ok.), another Black Republican. 
will join Franks in the nex t 
Congress. 
"Serving our country should be 
a privilege. not a career," Watts 
sa ,d, referri ng to members of 
Congress. "As your public 
servants. we have an obligation to 
obey your wishes and turn the 
direction of this country around." 
Watts, previously elected to the 
Oklahoma state Corporation 
Commission, endorsed George 
Bush during the 1992 election. 
Watts will also represent a 90 
percent White voter district. 
He plans to change Welfare 
Reform legislation by measuring 
"how few people are on fooa 
stamps, public housing and 
welfare." 
But Rev. Jesse Jackson said 
Black Republicans have 
"positioned themselves against 
Black needs to gain White 
applause." 
Black Republicans want to 
prove to others that Blacks can be 
Republicans as well. 
"Why is ii that Blacks should 
only be Democrats." said Ron 
Freeman. who ran for a scat in 
Congress. "More and more people 
are beginning to look at the 
candidate rather than decide solely 
on party affiliation." 
Black Republican candidates 
and registered voters were 
stron_ges1 during the post Lincoln 
presidency and during the 
Roosevelt presidency. 
Myrlie McKenzie. a long time 
Black Republican voter. has 
remained committtd to the GOP 
since 1920. She was recognized by 
former President George Bush for 
her long term dedication. She said 
when she thinks of the Republican 
party, she thinks of the times before 
Roosevelt. 
"The whole Congress was 
Republican then. They were in 
control and Roosevelt was having 
the same difficulties that President 
Clinton is havin/l now wit!. his 
hands being tied,' McKenzie said. 
'The difference, of course, was that 
this was during the Depression and 
Roosevelt won by a landslide." 
McKenzie said she does not vote 
for a straight party ticket during 
general elections. but everyone has 
to have a party affi liation. 
"Now that I'm older, I am a 
Republican by party. I vote for the 
I 
Gary A. Franks (R-Ct.) 
candidate on a meri t basis ." 
Mc Kenzie said. 
"Republicans want the best for 
all of us." she added. "I think they 
use their best judgement in 
whatever decision they make 
regarding a vote, with the best 
interest of everyone." 
Jeff Hicks, another faithful 
Black Republican and alumnus of 
the Howard University 1994 class, 
said seeing two Black Republican 
lawmakers in Congress is an 
"encouraging start." 
Hicks, former president of the 
Howard Col lege Republicans club. 
said Blacks should participate in 
both parties in order to be 
represented effectively. 
"We arc now locked out of 
congressional involvement, so we 
have an obligation to have 
representatives of both parties," 
Hicks said. 
Hicks said the Congressional 
Black Caucus will now be 
considered ineffective because of 
the House Republican take-over. 
"Repubhcans are successful 
people and full of the ambi tion 
necessary to attain goals. Blacks 
need to tap into these ideas," Hicks 
said. 
BY. Gloria McFleld 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
With a change of faces comes a 
different agenda. Issues of health 
care reform and the economy have 
been placed on the Hill 's back 
burner as we! fare reform and tax 
cuts echo through Congress. 
The tables have turned and now 
after a lands lide victory, 
Republicans hold a majority of the 
esteemed seats in the I 04th 
Congress. 
After some 40 years of being a 
minor ity in the House of 
Representatives, Republicans are 
eager to flex their control. 
" I think the American people 
want a very bold dr.unatic change," 
Newt Gingrich, the new Speaker of 
the House, said. "And I thmk, when 
you have changes in governors, 
state legislatures, in the Senate and 
in the House, all simultaneously, 
there's a pretty big underlying 
message." 
Th:i\sured Republican spoi ls of 
victory include head ing 
Congressional committees. Senate 
committees are headed b)' the 
following Republicans: Alfonse 
D' Amato (N.Y.), Banking; Orrin 
Hatch (Utah). J udiciary 
Committee; Mark Hatffield (Ore.). 
Appropriations; Jesse Helms 
(N.C.). Foreign Relations and 
Strom Thurmond (S.C.). Armed 
Services. 
In the House of Representatives. 
the following Republicans lead 
committees: Bill Archer (Toxas), 
Ways and Means; Benjamin 
Gi lman (N. Y.), Foreign Affairs; 
Henry H)'de (Ill inois). Jud)..._ 
John Kasich (Ohio), Budgu, 
Jim Leach (Iowa), Banking. 
In California, the Rcpu~ 
tide leaves in its wake ProJl(II:: 
I 87, banning illegal immir: 
from public education and fl: 
health services. Bills such r. 
one lead many politician1, 
political analysts to concludt• 
the Republicans· win in Conr. 
state legislatures and guberrw, 
elect.ions spell definite chang: 
Answers from the polls !Iii; 
Republican confidence. Ncxi 
the incumbent Reeub1 
senators, representa11,e1 
governors were defeated la.t 1, 
In contrast. I I Dernoc: 
governors and eight sent 
including House Speaker Th 
Foley, failed re-election t 
Senator George Mite!-, 
retirement was another signr 
loss for the Democratic pam 
'This was more than an elcc 
It was a revolution." Rep • 
Roth (R-Wisc.) said. 
Rer,ublicans interpret 
overwhe ming victory 3.\C\l.lc 
of the American pubhc 's des;· 
a chanlje from the status i;u, 
"We re going to work ' t!J • 
at crcatin~ consensus behillJ 
programs.· Republican Gale 
of New York, George Patal.J 
"We're going to work \Hit 
leadership. But to the extw 
there are times when we c~ 
work with the leadership. , 
going to go out and do our tr 
get T6 votes for the legislati,• 
tne people of this state wan1 • 
Illinois democratic senator announces retirement 
BY, Janelle Lynette Thompson 
H1lltop Staff Writer 
qualities and he does things morally and 
ethically correct," Ryan said. 
David Colbert. an intern at the office 
expected the retirement when Simon called 
a press conference on Monday. 
Illinois, said his retirement is a loss for her 
state. 
"Due to the election results, Ill inois 
needs a strong democratic leader in 
Congress. He will be hard 10 replace.'' 
McNeal said. 
I was tired of the job." 
The decision to retire was made by him, 
his wife Jeanne and their children. 
Senator Carol Moseley-Braun said 
Simon's leadership wi ll be sorely missed. 
For the last 41 years, Senator Paul 
Simon (0-111.) has represented the interests 
of the constituents of Ill inois. But effective 
January 1997, Simon will no longer serve 
in Congress. He announced his retirement 
from the U.S. Senate on Monday. ending 12 
years of service. 
Many will be affected by Simon's 
retirement, but none like "the constituents 
in Illinois," press assistant Marcy Saack 
said. 
Simon is known for his strong leadership 
abilities and his down-to-earth personality. 
Having earned 39 honorary degrees. 
" I am saddened and could not have 
asked for a fi ner senior senator. He leaves 
giant footsteps to follow," Moseley-Braun 
said. 
"The citizens of Illinois and my 
supporters elsewhere in the nation have 
been generous to me through the years. and 
I am grateful to them beyond anyt hing 
words can express. I have tried to repay that 
confidence by working hard and by 
leading," Simon said. "But my family has 
loyally put up with the lon_g hours and 
frequent discomforts of_pubhc life." 
" I was very disappointed after hearing 
the news because Senutor Simon is one of 
the few Senators in Congress rwho is here) 
for the ri_ght reasons, for honestly serving 
the pubhc to make a difference and his 
wi lhngness to stand alone on an issue if 
necessary," Saack said. 
Simon promoted the gun-dealer licensing 
reform and is an advocate of direct student 
loan programs. The Kassebaum-Simon 
Bill. which repeals South Africa sanctions. 
was signed into law Nov. 23. 1993. 
At a press conference on Tuesday, Simon 
thanked the American public for its 
patience and tolerance. He said the election 
results had nothing 10 do with his decision 
to retire. 
Although none of Senator Simon's 
staffers know where they will be working 
in two years, they will continue to serve the 
people of lll in01s wi th no less zeal. 
As for Senator Simon, he wi ll campaign 
for President Clinton's re-election, but he 
has no other work plans. 1-{e wi II make his 
home in southern lll inois. plans to spend 
time with his family and travel. 
Many of Simon's staff workers were not 
surprised to hear of his retirement. 
Press Secretary Chris Ryan said he was 
sad to hear of the news. but proud. 
"Senator Simon has n lot of good 
Vicki Otten, legislative director for the 
Senator since I 978. said she has had a very 
p!easurable experience working with 
Simon. 
"His commitment and compassion is 
what brings me to work every morning." 
Otten said. 
Natalie P. McNeal, a freshman from 
" In fact. the election results gave me the 
notion to chan~e my mind and run again 
for re-election, Simon said. "But after 41 
)'Cars in office. I wanted to leave when I 
was cager and enjoying my work, not when 
" I have been fortunate to have what is 
widely acknowledged to be one of the 
finest staffs in the U.S. Senate," Simon 
said. ''fher, frequently make me look belier 
than I am.· 
Disney honors teachers 
Disney awarded 36 teachers for educational excellence. 
By Lawanda Stone 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
In ce lebrating Amer ican 
Education Week, 36 teachers from 
across the country were awarded 
Wednesday for exemplify ing 
commitment and excellence in 
educating xouth. 
"The Walt Disney Company 
Presents the American Teaching 
Awards" was telecast live from the 
Warner Theatre in the District. The 
ceremony was hosted by a star-
studded cast, wi th Anita Baker and 
Billy Dee Will iams presenting 
awards. 
John Cooke, president of TI1e 
Disney Channel, aimed to focus 
national attention on the challenges 
and triumphs being faced in U.S. 
classrooms today. 
"These 36 remarkable honorees 
represent thousands of teachers 
who share a commitment to thei r 
profession and a clear vision of the 
unportance of education to their 
students' futures." Cooke said. 
While fostering communication 
between educators, the awards 
program raised awarene.~s of the 
conclition of the American school 
system. 
Bill Roney, east recipient of the 
early childhood teacher award for 
service at School 30 in Yonkers, 
N.Y., said Disney created a national 
union of educators. 
"'lwo of my students entered the 
teachini;; profession because of the 
way Disney helped to present 
teaching as a fun and fulfi lling 
profession." Roney said. 
In Maumee, Ohio, Marshall 
Elementary School teacher Sylvia 
Washburn said her students began 
to take pride in their school after 
she was awarded by Disney in 
1990. 
"Being an inner-city school, we 
were constalllly looked clown upon 
by the suburban schools. Now other 
schools have contacted us 10 see if 
they can have students transferred 
into our school," Washburn said. 
Rafe Esqu ith of Hobart 
Elementary School in Los Angeles. 
Ca .. said attent ion from being 
awarded made his inner-c ity 
classroom a focus of the 
community. 
"Winning the award opened 
doors for my kids, got us some 
fi nancial assistance and exposed 
my students to terrific people.'' 
Esquith said. 
Yvonne James-Brown. a teacher 
and performing artist, was awarded 
for including African and 
Caribbean dance traditions within 
the dance program at the Buffalo 
Academy for Vis ual and 
Performing Arts in New York. 
"For many artists, creati ve 
expression became·a survival tool. 
an escape from the harsh realities of 
life. With this in mind. I try 10 
impress upon my students a vision 
of hope and direction," James-
Brown said. 
"I strike a chord of commonalty 
between the ir early stages of 
creativity and those of famous 
artists whose humble beginnings 
were a driving force for thetr 
success.'' she said. 
James-Brown developed a 
cultural exchange program w11h the 
Jamaica Cultural Institute in the 
West Indies that has already 
exchanged more than I 00 students 
and teachers. 
Named District of Columbia 
Thacher of the Year. Barbara Pope 
Bennett was awarded for excellence 
in teaching foreign language. 
Benneu currently teaches at 
Benjamin Banneker Academic 
High School in the District, but she 
has taught Spanish for 33 years at 
every level between kindergarten 
and un ivers ity, as well as on 
videotape for schools that could 
!)Ol afford a foreign language 
instructor. 
"Although many opportunities 
have come along which would 
enable me to leave the classroom. 
I have decided to remain where 
my heart truly lies," Bennett said. 
" I experience a ' natural high' in 
the classroom. My great 
challenge now is to fire up some 
of m'{ students with the same zeal 
I fee for the profession." 
zheimers plagues senio 
BY, LaWlnda Stone 
HLlhop Staff Writer 
When former president Ronald Reagan met Bill 
Clinton shonly after the I 992 election. he stopped 
mid-sentence, lookc:d up and said, "I forgot. I lost my 
memory on that and it reaUy makes me mad.'' 
Feeling "fine" now, Reagan announced m a note 
to the Amencan people that he is suffermg from 
Alzheimer's disease. 
''At the moment, I feel just fine," Reagan wrote. "I 
intend to live the remainder of the year.iGod give., me 
on this earth doing the things I have always <lone." 
By dealing openly with rus medical coridition,just 
as he did with skin and colon cancer and an enlarged 
prostate. Reagan may help banish the stigma 
associated with Alzheimer's. 
Often viewed~ a psychiatric disorder, Alzheimer"s 
is in fact a progressive and Irreversible neurological 
disease that afflicts some four millioo Americans. Still 
mostly a medical ~ the disease ails up to 25 
percent of all Amencans m their eighties. 
Alzheitllt'r's is characterized by a deficiency in the 
brain, known as neurotransmitters, that disallows cell.a 
to communicale with each other. When these cells stop 
interacting._thev wither and eventual I)' die. according 
to Znvcn Khacnataturiao, director of the Office of 
Alzheimer's Disease Research at the National 
Institutes of Health. 
"You and I may forget where we parked the car, bat 
50 
45 
40 
35 
30 
25 
20 
15 
10 
an Alzheimer's patient can't rcmembcrlfhe 
day." Khachataturian said , "tk'll look at th 
and~ what they're fur." 
. ~ most conspicuous early ,)mptomJ 
disease involve memory loss, although 
can affect speech. penonality and moeor 
Ulumatcly, the dic;cuc can rob patients of 
to feed or care for themselves. 
In some reported cases, A11hctmer's 
~n friahtened just by looking in the · 
believe there 1s a stranger in the room 
have forgottffl what lhcitr own faces fool: I 
. Re~hers hope to de\,:lop an effective 
m the next few years. Alzheuner's us 
death eig!,t to 10 ~~ after diagno.~is. 
'"The 36-Hour IJaY" is used to deal witll 
of caring fol' Alzheimer's victims. The 
useful as a manual for Michael Reagt111, 
former~. 
. '11!e lut thin& you want to do M a f 
ts~ wbat is gomg on and trclt 
lilcie ~ •re~ or yell at lhcm for noc 
forgcttiiig that when indeed. they have a 
have 1111 control over," he said. 
"So, we let him tell his stories. If 
something, then he would come back to 
have to be patient," he said. 
Reagan's gnmddaugbter Ashley I I 
solution when she was informed of her 
condition. 
Source: Census Bureau 
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IFRICARE president stresses unified leadership 
15ile Harr!s d eve lopme nt pote ntial. but stagnate their is running wild, differences are being technology. 
9Slaff Wnter own pro~ress by re maining constantly exploited and this is causing animosity," More importanlly, Howard slUdcnts . like 
Without leadership, their can be no 
1J~ili1y tn Africa. Without lcadcr.;hip 
r community, the ir can be no 
,ability in the Afri can -Ame rican 
unit)," AFRIC ARE Preside nt C. 
Lucas said Wednesday at the 18th 
~ler1e Tote Lecture in the School 
nes, Auditorium. 
ugh Lucas addressed many issues , 
in focus of his lecture was unified, 
: ve leadership in Africa and in the 
~
n-A me rican community. To b e 
. .\frica, just like America. needs 10 
, v io le n ce epide,mc. Lucas 
eJ 
e ngaged in war and political chaos. Lucas said. the medical s tudents working in Rwanda 
"More people arc being killed in Sud~n One solutio~ t~ the leadership crisis he should be involved in the development of 
tha~ 111 any place 111 the world." he said. offered was giving the rems 10 young, Africa. 
no llnJl that there has been 110 media bright Africans and African-Americans. "The greatest democratic revolutions in 
a11e nt1o n or serio us diplomatic effort 10 •·countries bloom wh~n unified and led this world are happening in Africa,'' the 
e nd t~e conflict. by young people.'' he said. AFRICA RE pres ide nt said, c iting the 
N1_gen a 1s a nothe r country, Lucas said, But, he added, loo many limit themselves recent elections in Mozambique and the 
that 1s resource ric h. but politically 10 their immediate surroundings. peace agreement in Angola, which may be 
unstable. "Education does not liberate if one is signed in the near future. 
" Africa canno t be free without a united caught in village idiosyncrasies," he said. Many people in auendancc said Lucas' 
and de mocratic Nigeria , but Nigerians have ''[Some young peoplel have a problem of comments were important and informative. 
n? t s<_>l ved the proble m o f managing think_ing beyond their village, tribe or "The lecmrc was important because 
d1~ers i1y," he said. . . neighborhood." . . A~rican-A',l'lericans arc _not very familiar 
The u!lrest_ 111 Nigeria stems from the Africans and African-Americans with Africa and thi s provided an 
arrest and imprisonment of president-e lect organizing is another way to have unified opportunity 10 make the co ntinent a more 
M_oshood K.O Abio la thb year. He was the leader.;hip, Lucas said, using the Jewish familiar place for us ,'' Wandra Mitche ll. 
winner ~f the n:~ent Nigerian elections. but community as an example. general council for the Age ncy for 
the previo us nuhtary gove rnme nt annulled "We can say what we want to about the International Developmen1, said. 
same thmg is wrong with African 
fJlC3n,. Tiierc is 100 much 1-illing going 
,\trica:· he ,aid. "If w.: could sto p the J!· Afric.i could realize its fullest 
iJIJI .. 
the .rd ults. and acc_used Abio la o f ,-01e Jewish community,_ but they are organized History pro fessor Arnold Taylor agreed. 
buy i_ng. Ab1o la publicly called lumselfthe and they have their people together. We "The lecture provided a ve ry realistic C.Payne Lucas, AFRICARE president 
preside n_t and wa, a rrested for treason. need !0 do that and learn to work together," assessmen1 of Africa and it challenges us his tory, was inspired by Lucas. 
,Jil'3S cited several African countries, 
li!ing Sud an (whose nC\rthc rn and 
: n regio ns arc in the midst o f a c ivil 
Togo is also a country that has potential he said. 10 approach African issues realistically 
but has falle n prey 10 conOic t. Lucas also said Africa needs 10 be a part rather than romantically." he said. "I also 
He said. "His comments about bridging 
the gaps between Africans and African-
American students inspired me 10 want a 
more c ultural experience at Howard." 
"Once upon a time, Togo used 10 be the of the information superhighway, but the thought he stressed an important area -
most d em ocratic place in the world. but continent is working with archaic needed s tudc lll acti vism." , r,amples of African nations thnt 
1\ abunda nt nuwral resources and now the peo ple arc afmid because tribalism information and has limited access 10 Carey Grady, a junior m~joring in 
~oops to leave Somalia by March 
efforts. has been d ec lared ine ffective by the 
Security Counci l. 
Aideed is looking forward to the removal of 
UN forces because he can con1inue 10 increase 
his alliances. Mohammed, on the other hand. is 
opposed to the removal. Without the presence of 
UN forces , Mohammed is less likely 10 gain new 
military strenglh, he said. 
>,r:la Hicks 
Slaff Wnter 
'< 
~~ Ut'\. Security Council is calling for the 
d'jictc rcmm al of the remaining 15,000 
if\tauoned in Somalia by March 3 1. I 995. 
a'Thi, decision come, after the failure of 
~ clforh of the Security Council 10 e nd 
~ ti.:1,,ccn \\arring l.1c1ion, 111 the country. 
,a .chcdu led departure of United Nation; 
" UN. presence in Somalia has no meaning 
now: it's not s ig nific :mt. In the beginning, yes, 
lhey were needed logistically 10 help alleviate the 
famine." Abdirnhman Haji. p resident of The 
Somali Re lief Federation, said . ·1ney got food 
to people in re mo te areas and did so a lot faster 
than relie f organizations could have. But now 
they are crying to deal with the political s ide of 
o pe ratio ns a n d tha t has caused serious 
problems." 
UN forces. in 1992. were se nt 1<1 Somalia 10 
assist the country in ending famine and political 
i,..,.-..,,,.,::-:--==-,-------------,--,,chaos. Moving into the area ru. 
, ,, __ .,...,_.,...e.ndor } peacekeepers. UN forces were 10 
KIO m Somalia forces comes one year afte r 
S remova l o l troo p, fro m the area . 
iting Somalia for the same reasons, 
OM, cxdudmv huma nitaria n re lief 
,,,--.., • cuslm I remain ne utral; ho wever, Somali 
.- •eorbera .,..~r-0 ;-.-,;-;:-""' warlords took o ffe nse to them for 
'-..,8ur•o \,, / crying 10 make peace because they 
•-~ .... Gar c!o' Bender° fe lt the UN was taking s ides . This 
' ..J 't..9-0#, Be,i.1 ' made things worse and the fighting 
~'- , raged o n. 
1✓ " Whe n you become involved in 
, 'nation-building' you also become 
/ ,Galcat o , re sponsible for what is going on. 
,......, \ 1 We we nt into Somalia for a sheer 
-, / • hmnanitarian mission and we got a 
·-..._ • . lit1le more than we bargained for," 
• / Obb1~ 
~\•B•l•t uell"• / 
1
, International Correspondent for the f Christian Science Monitor Peter 
Grie r said. 
) /' Mohamed Farah Aideed and Ali 
.Bud~ I , Indian Mahdi Mohammed arc Somalia's 
" ) Ooean moM notorious warlords and the 
~ rder~ .~•h ,, _,, ... crux of the area's civil unrest. Both 
...... ~. l..:;ili~u; \ : ., 11<,rc ~ warlords , lighting for control of 
9 ~•"' ✓/: the area. have found UN 
Som ,::,11· a in1erven1ion lhreatening but view iian,•• ••• · Cl. o withdrawal of UN forces 
"The UN has come in and antagoni1,ed 
Aideed. They have auacked him and hi s 
headquarters. excluded him from the process and 
labeled him as a criminal. He has been targeted 
unfairly by the UN because he caused resistance 
10 their efforts. All warlords have contributed," 
Haji said. 
Anticipating UN removal 10 be a pcrilou, 
operation, 1,900 U.S. Marines may be sent to 
Somalia 10 assist with lhe demobili zation . U.S. 
forces will aid in preventing the looting of 
military hardware by Somali rebels. 
UN withdrawal from Somalia has also caused 
concern for peacekeeping operations in the area. 
With the presence of UN forces, peacekeepers 
have been able to work_ without being threatened. 
Now. many are concerned that after the removal, 
the situation will revert 10 the way things were 
before UN intervention. 
To date, no decision has been made as 10 what 
type of protection will be given to remaining 
peacekeeping agencies . Deputy Head o f 
Litigation, International Office of the Red Cross 
Bruno Zimmermann, said. 
Barbara Frances, U.S. spokesperson, UN High 
Commiss ion for Refugees, said she is unsure of 
what is going to happen after the UN peace 
keeping forces lca\'e. 
"Before the marines arri,•ed, many relief 
personnel were murdered. Hopefully, it won't 
revert back 10 that. Their presence was good," 
she said. "Relief workers had finally begun 10 
feel safe." 
/ , }C,0 kM 
"'""------·-C_h,_•_•_•...,,.,,....: ... ______ ..:•.::oo:...:::""::;'•:.:' ----.-JJ differe n1ly, Haji said. 
Jarchers protest Cuban embargo 
e>'frana Robinson some said tha l the pro test was Hoye. "\Ve thought it went participated, despite the relatively 
· tip Staff Writer productive. wonderfully and the numbers of short time that went into planning 
"It was a good coalition of people who came c.xcceded some of the event. 
1th 15 dec(>r3ted trucks and people who wanted the embargo to our hopes," Gai I Walker, Cuba The marchers, who came from 
hncd up on 16th St .. along end. I thought (the march] was c .oalitionsl)Okesperson.sai~. ·~e all overtheU.S .. h~dmanydiffercnt 
ha:many spirited prote,ters. the success ful bec ause 11 wa~ a krnd of s~ml generated 111 this reasons fo~ takmg_ part m the 
['bll2 Coalition kicked o ff the ir gathering point for people who hold march. will help people push demonstration. Dons Hall from 
thtal March on W~shington 10 this viewpoint chat the embargo forward and they will be motivated Fremont, N.C., fell a common bond 
111 the United Scates embargo should be lifted," Katherine Hoyt, to work harder and to continue to with the people in Cuba. 
nC\11 Cuba at Malco lm X Park_ Nicaragua Ne twork co-direc tor. struggle." "As an African American, I feel 
i~ Lcurday. said. Walker aho said the march was sisterhood to Cubans because they 
, 
gh the turnout was sparse, Other participants agreed with a success because people are being oppressed and I know 
what lhat feels like;· she said. 
Hall also said that she was 
impressed with the unity among 
the people wq~n she visited Cuba 
months earlier. 
"I was amazed at how a 
country in that much of a struggle, 
still took the time to look out for her 
people. I couldn't believe that a 
country that liule, with all the 
problems they have, do more for 
their people than the U.S." Hall 
said. 
Other.; marched because they 
felt the U nited States leads the 
world in s tifling Cuba's economic 
growth. 
"Right now, Cuba is isolated and 
the American government is 
leading the fight to try and strangle 
Cuba with this embargo. Anything 
we can do to end this embargo is 
important," Bob Stanton, a 
participant, said. 
However, not everyone believed 
that the embargo should be lifted. 
Some said it is the best action the 
United States can take against Cuba 
without s tarting a war. 
l 01n e nternat,ona tu en ssoc1a 10n or a spec1a 
fhanksgiving Call To Chapel at the Andrew Rankin Memorial Chapel this Sunday, 
bv. 20, in celebration of the removal of the international student tuition surcharge. 
International students, faculty and all those who worked to rescind the surcharge 
are cordially invited to attend. 
The service begins at 11 a.m. and will be followed by a reception 
in the Blackburn Center. 
Program offers 
holiday dinners 
By Anthony Johnson 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
International ~tudents often do 
not haw the support of family and 
friend, in the U.S. as do American 
students. Through a program 
operated by the Foreign Student 
Service Council, students from 
abn.md can enjoy a Thanksgiving 
or Christm,1s dinner with an 
American lamih 
"It offer.; international student, 
the opportunity to learn by 
firsthand experience what 
Americans are lil.e. as opposed 10 
what they may n:ad or hear abolll 
them,'' Cathleen Maine. student 
services director for the program, 
said. Maine also mentioned that 
programs like thi, give them an 
opportunity to ~et out of the 
dvrm,. 
The program is open to 
international students attending 
colleges and universities in the 
metropolitan area. 
To participate in 1hc dinner 
program, students must lill out :u1 
application and are then randomly 
matched with families in the D.C. 
area. Students are encouraged to 
apply IO days prior to the 
holidays; however. it is not too late 
for them to be matched with a 
family for Thanl.sgivin11 dinner. 
Lm.t year, I 00 ~tudenl, took part 
in the program. So far. no students 
from Howard University have 
partidpatecl. 
Thokozani Kadzamira, a 
Mawlawian grnduate student in 
monetary economics al Howard. 
has participated in other programs 
sponsored by the non-profit 
organization. and she 1houih1 the 
di oner program was a good 
activity for international student,. 
"I think it's a good idea tq 
participate in the program lx.'Causc 
it ·s the only way to educate 
American people about us and it's 
also an opportunity for foreign 
student, to be educated in 
American holidays and culture.'' 
she said. 
Malne agreed with Kad7.amira 
in that these lypes of program'\ 
benefit intcrnationnl students and 
Americans. 
"For many interoationa 
students, programs like chis nr 
the first time they get the 
opportunity to 5tep into an 
American home. It's also a chance 
to be a family member. Moreove 
long lasting friendships ofte 
de,elop," Maine said. 
Besides the dinner program. the 
r-ssc sponsors other programs 
geared toward internationa 
students. These programs include 
parties, workshops, a housing 
referral service and a horn~ 
hospitality program. The holiday 
dinner activity is a spin-off of th 
home hospitality program. 
Kadzamira feels that the 
predominantly White org:u1izatiori 
has good intenti0n5 but needs to 
expand to reflect various 
backgrounds. The workshop 
focus on Asian and Europea 
issues and ,iot o.1 African issues1 
but they enhance intercultural 
awareness, she said. 
International students shout 
cont.~ct Cathleen Maine at (202 
232-4979 if they are interested i'! 
the holiday dinner program or an1 of the other programs sponsore by the FSSC. 
tilanee Around 
~ . 
the World 
Toronto, Canada 
-An Alberta man was acquitted 
of spousal abuse after defense 
lawyers claimed that he was too 
intoxicated lo be held 
responsible for his actions. In a 
provincial court last Friday, !he 
defendant said that afler 
consuming 80 ounces of liquor, 
12 beers and prescription drugs, 
all in a 30 hour period, he could 
not be held accountable for 
raping his wife . 
Women's groups and legal 
scholars are concerned that 
Friday's ruling will set a 
precedent that will result in future 
cases having the same outcome. 
Jakarta, Indonesia 
-Thirty students protested 
against Indonesia, for its 
treatment of East Timor, by 
scaling a fence and invading the 
U.S. Embassy in Indonesia. U.S. 
officials have asked that the 
Indonesian government allow 
the students to leave !he 
embassy peacefully without 
punishing them for the protest. 
According to reports , 
demonstrators are angered at 
allegations ol brutality against 
citizens of East Timor by 
Indonesian authorities. 
The incident came one week 
after protesters in Dili, East Timor 
demanded East Timor's 
independence from Indonesia by 
holding demonstrations. 
Banjul, Gambia 
-An attempt to overthrow 
Gambia's mi litary-led 
government by senior military 
officials failed after loyal troops 
refused to carry out plans for the 
coup. In a state radio report, Lt. 
Sana Sabally, the second•in-
command in the military regime, 
said the coup attempt was 
successfully aborted, though 
several soldiers were reported to 
have been killed. 
Vienna 
-Several inspectors will be sent 
to North Korea 10 confirm that the 
country is complying with the 
agreement it made with the 
United States to stop 
development of its nuclear 
program, officials at the 
International Atomic Energy 
Agency, said. 
The agreement demands that 
North Korea seize production of 
its nuclear reactors; in exchange, 
the U.S. promised to replace the 
reactors with two U.S. light-water 
reactors that will produce less 
nuclear waste. 
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Students temp their way to permanent positions 
· d F 500 . · type of work they want 10 I 
cm lo s many college students, advancement, 10 a more companies an onunc . securny. . . We h aid 
BY. Shaune' J a_ckson whg Jake up 4Q percent of their sophisticated service," Sherman companies, said Steven D. Eundge, ''.Many t,mes, ~pie g3 f~•~l~~ elctn\m ~ffort to impro,t I 
Hilltop Staff Wnter temps Hamel Sherman, said. president of Tomps-&-Co. IO JOb, and somctubcs Son t' mes services man temporary agtt, 
With companies downsizing and Tump\Vorld's regional manager. After graduating from collc_ge. Xc"?x, IB~ and MCI are among gel [permai:ient] JO;~, ~ce ;ou a are not only ficlping studenll· 
· obs becoming scarce, college said many students begin cheir Job cht;!r 11st of cli_cnt~le. . • . tbese agencies ma~ "l h is not ermanent work. the arc, 
!n1den1s are turning to tempomry "We use many students fresh out search m \hC newspaper. Howc\'er. We do bus111ess a h11lcd1f~erem feoodw ~furs ~ we\-'1d e J~r bilb 10 gffering computeri1ed ycval 
agencies for employment in of college 10 work for us, and for find111g '!Job thro~gn a cempomry from some 01hcr cemp age!1c1es Ill g .. 1 you ave_c I r n · s stems for testin and !11; 
businesses and corporations many 1h1s is a_grcat opportunitY. to agen~y is becoming easier than that. we arc on ly comm1ttedf :10 pay, H~ll>':rl w:ich a Howard b~nefit packages thich IOQ 
lhroughout the country. get 1hc1r fool ,n the door. By us111g ffipping ch rough the classifieds. ~elpu!g people find permanent u. - . re~a . d . . d ff' cc ·nsumnce child care and ho 
Man are finding that temp collegcstudents,ourcompanyalso Sherman said. The procedurn ,s tune Jobs. We try to create a big Un,yc_rs11> gr,, uate ,,n ° 1 1 
1 
nd v·ication a 
agencies a~ able 10 provide work knows thac the~ may stay w11h us simple. and noc very tune• demand for our temps by sen~rng adm
1
~
1st
,':11O1 r forTom~s-Place~~~s a :.We bJil~e that it i that in most cases leads 10 for a long time 'Sherman said. consummg. them ,mo the workplace trainea Inc., ,ee st ,at tempor.u-y _agcn 1 'bT k 1 
pe~~anent positions and promising With the inc~eascd employment In most cases, poten tial and prepared." Euridgc sai~. ca1 be ~ vJ'uablc experience for r~~~vi:~r'~j6b cis~et :~:u 
career opportunities. Providing of college students, people arc employees. 1~11 !he tc~porary Temporary agencies are cot .~f st-~ cntli. r !nsurc · that ever 'rcfcrn1 
highly-skilled temporaries and cost seeing temp agencies in a different agency their 1111cres1s. fk1lls and becoming maJor employers of o~kmg lhJoug~1
3 
temreira / repared and capabfu co com• 
effective services is what several way and the image for many, 1s preferred work locauon. The college graduates. but some agency as a stu ent_a ows t em O P . 11• • h' · 
a encies lhrou hou·c the 'o.c. area changing. ' agency then matches this ,~ith job students would not consider them a learn how to nego11nte the market SUP.Cnor ac .ievcment 111 •1sn 
.:C aiming to dt besides changing "We l1ave been in the business skills that clients are seekmg. An good place 10 seek employme_nt. table early Ill their career. Students assignrent. a~~~~~fi"n~1! 
the image many people have oT for over 20 years, and I have seen interview ofcen follows. Gerchel Holbert. an economics arc also dablc 10 galll 1~;:rdna1enf .~0 ::1 tern rary ·,gc • tempomr companies. lhe whole business of temps change Tomps-&-Co. is among many major, received a job throu_gh wor_k. ~n have a goo ea o proccssm.,. re . •. nc, 
Te..J World which has four from a ny-by-night operat ion agencies chat cries to place college Thmpomries Inc., but did not like ncx1b1hty a~ far as the days thac proving .to be I e answ_er tu 
offices th':ougho~t the D.C. area, which offered no real chance for job students wich lop law firms. traae the idea of having limited job they arc available to work and the college students financial l1(tj 
Annual conference to educate future entreprenuer 
Levi Lipscomb, Howard Unive rsity Small 
Development Center acting d irecto r 
BY. Shaune' J ackson 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Accessing capital i n today's financia l 
marketplace is becoming more difficult for 
people who arc trying 10 start, grow or even 
expand a business. 
Many entrepreneurs do not know where 10 look 
for money. or what lo do when bank loans are not 
approved. The Howard University Small Business 
Development Center and the U.S. Small Business 
Administration both/Ian to address these issues 
and more at the th ir "Meet che Money People" 
conference. 
The conference is aiming 10 help small 
businesses acquire money wf\cther chey arc 
starting up. emerging or expanding, said Monica 
Brown, conference coordinator. 
"The conference is a one day event 1ha1 wi ll 
have various workshops in which people will be 
exposed to the numerous sources of capital that 
can be used for cheir businesses," Brown said. 
Representatives from various financial 
organizations such as Signet Banking 
Corporation. Riggs Nationa l Bank ana 
Nat,onsBank will al so be available providing 
information and potentia l funding. 
A major focus of the conference is 10 teach 
strategics and techniques for accumulating 
capitafin today's marketplace and to show people 
the alternative sources of financing available. 
"There wil l be a luncheon during che 
conference that will allow people to ca)k to the 
representatives from the companies and 
inaustries chat will be present. This will serve as 
a good time for networking," Brown said. 
Along with the l uncheon. there _will ~e an 
exposition where company represen!.iuves w,ll_be 
exhibiting various aspects of their companies 
such as financial packages and products. The 
workshops ac the conference will give information 
on fin?ncing emerging busines~es, ~s well as 
accessing government contract f1na~c1ng . . 
Winscon Dawes. g_raduate assistant 1n the 
H USB DC, said that bringing corporations and 
financial institutions 10 en trepreneurs is a good 
way to help business owners get started and fearn 
first-hand from professionals. 
"The conference will show business owners 
that chc mone)' is ou t there. it is just knowing 
where 10 look. They will have a chance to talk to 
different corpora11ons and learn new ideas of 
seeking and obtaining money," Dawes said. 
Brown said he anticipates a good turn-out for 
the conference because past programs have been 
successful. 
"We didn't do a business program last year and 
people wanted to know why. So this year, we 
decided 10 do somethinl:l different by having a 
conference and exposition. Now. we are just 
hoping that it wi ll be a success." Brown said. 
The conference wi II be held Nov. 30 at the 
Washington Convention Center. 
Conference Program 
8:00a.m.-9 :00a.m. 
Registration and "Money Talk" 
Coffee Mixer 
9:00a.m.-9:30a.m. 
Opening Remarks 
by Herb P. Wilkins Sr., 
Syndicated Communications. lrK 
9:45a.m.-12:30p.m. 
Meet the Money People Semin31\ 
12:4Sp.m. 
Ribbon Culling Ceremony 
l :00p.m.-2:30p .m. 
BuITet Lunch 
l :00p.m.-5:00p.m. 
Meet the Money People Expo 
Information Superhighway leaves 
computer illiterate on side of road 
Black radio 
market thrive 
BY. Shaune' Jackson 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
A new highway is being built. 
Without speed limics, road signs. 
entrance or exit mmps. il is unlike 
any other freeway ever 
constructed. 
This highway is lhe information 
superhignway that will carry lhe 
nation into the 21st century. 
Many resources arc needed lo 
build this interactive electronic 
superhighway of che future, and 
once compleced. nearly every form 
of communication conceivable 
will pass through it. From televised 
phone calls, newspa~r stories and 
movies, 10 videos, live 
entertainment and business mail 
- all of chese services will be 
accessible on _personal computers. 
According to Dr. Kenneth 
Jones, assistant _professor in the 
Department of Radio, Television 
and Film at Howard University, 
lhe information superhighway is an 
integration of many different types 
of information sources that interact 
with each other. 
"The foundation of the 
superhighway is being found 
through on-line systems that 
already exist such as phones, 
computers, televisions, cable and 
fiber optics," Jones said. 
However, to understand the 
information superhighway, one 
must understand the interactive 
computer network Internee. 
Internet originally was created by 
che Deparlmenc of the Arm>'. as a 
system that would carry nulimry 
information between defense 
research centers throughout the 
country, Sherman Ellegood said. 
computer analyst for the 
Smichsonian lnstitule. 
Internet is popular wich more 
than 12 million people who use it 
to send messages to each other. 
"Internet 1s a combination of 
many systems. From here in D.C .. 
I can call my fami ly in Richmond, 
New York, Michigan and Delaware 
through my computer," Ellegood 
said. "By knowing either the 
address or phone number, I am 
able to type my message, Rush a 
buuon and it goes through. 
Internet, wnich is a national and 
international computer network. 
connects one network to another 
and then again to anocber. It is an 
important dimension of the 
information superhighway, Jones 
said, who also subscnl>cs to several 
computer services at home that 
allow access to Internet. 
There are big predictions for 
the emerging information 
superhighway. Some people 
predict tl\e convergence of media 
will result in one main system in 
society. However, there arc many 
issues surrounding its evolution, 
including lhe impact it may have 
on African Americans. 
Today, few Afric:111 Americans 
use or own computers. one reason 
why the compuccr literacy rate 
among Blacks is low. officials 
said. According to the U.S. 
Census Bureau. 26.9 million 
Whites use compucers ac home. 
but only 1.5 million Blacks do the 
same. In many case:,, the 
household income 1s closely 
associated with compuccr 
ownership. Fewer Blacks have 
computers as a result of the 
disparity in incomes. 
Many people say African 
Americans risk being excluded 
from the emerging superhighway 
because they fail to know and 
understand its concept and 
potential. Ellegood said Blacks 
may lag behrnd their White 
counterpnrts because che inabi lity 
10 communicate through 
com11utcrs today make people less 
effic1en1 and more replaceable. 
"The Black community has 
always been caught up in how we 
are going to survive one day al a 
time, but advancements in 
technology are forcing us 10 look 
ahead," Ellegood said. "We must 
have good communicating skills. 
It doesn't mauer if it is in writing 
or speaking, just know how 10 
communicate cffeccively." 
African Americans being "road 
kill" on the superhighway may 
become a reality if the 
government does not mai ntain a 
Conference united students 
with perspective employers 
BY. Shenlkwa Stratford 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
The 18th Annual School of 
Business Conference allowed over 
1,000 business students 10 network 
wi th an array of Fon une 500 
companies earlier this week. 
The three day conference, which 
beaan Monday, Nov. 7, and lasted 
until Wednesday, Nov. I 0, consisted 
of several informative seminars 
which were conducted by 
representatives of more chan 26 
corporations. 
"Some of the seminars I aucndcd 
included an information session 
about different financial services. 
internsh ips, as we ll as o ne on 
entrepreneurship. They were all 
very ,ntcresting and I left each one 
with new, valuable information," 
Conference Coordinator Tokecia 
Saylor said. 
IBM, Merri ll Lynch and Smith 
and Barney were among the 26 
companies who a1tended the 
conference and paid close to $1,500 
10 attend the Diamond and Gold 
banquet held in the Gallery Lounge 
in tbe Armour J. Blac kburn 
University Center. The banquet 
featured the top business students at 
Howard University. 
'The companies are just as happy 
to attend the conference as the 
students. We have had a great 
turnout 10 all of the events," Saylor 
said. 
Saylor auributes the great 
curnout to chc various seminars that 
appeal to a ll business majors, and 
that the conference was spread out 
over three days instead of one. 
"Business week is good for all 
business majors because they get 10 
meet lots of different companies 
and can mingle with al l ol them. 
It's a great chance to learn about an 
in ternship o r a co-op," Junior 
marketing major Odelf Cleveland 
said. 
Most students thought the 
seminar was very fulfilling and 
en lightening; however, some 
criticized the timing of the event. 
"I really hate tnal I missed it 
because it seemed to be very 
informative," sophomore marketing 
major Venita Jamerson said. 
"It was right in lhe middle of a very 
busy week for me, and I just could 
make it to any of the functions. I 
wi ll definitely find some way 10 
auend next year." she said. 
All of the seminars were held 
inside the School of Eusincss, 
except for the final banquet, which 
was at the Marriott Hotel. 
Support African business by .rr•tronh1g Wnshlngw.n ln1porCs Discount 
Afr ican lt r braiding nl It-. finest? 
BoofnalU>-llo" Uralds CoMt Row-t'ttnc-h llo lb 
Con, Row-French Bra.Ids 6232 Georgia i\v.,nm• N.W., 2001 l S.-11e gi,1..,,.. Twl•t.• 
strong position in its 
development. according to Dr. 
Jones. who said there could be 
problems in equitable distribution 
of this new technology. 
'There woufd ha,c to be P.<?licies 
10 insure equal accessibility 10 
Black communities because in 
many cases, people with middle 
and upper income levels have 
access to it fir,1," Jones said. 
Jonachan Wharton, a junior 
majoring in hi;tory, also s:ud the 
information superhighwa)' may 
eventually exclude African 
American~. 
"Blacks have always been left 
out of technological advancements 
and the superhighway is no 
different. I chink tnnt we will be 
excluded once again because of 
cost, availability, accessibility and 
because it is not on our mainstream 
agenda." Wharton said. 
A, compucers continue 10 
dominate much of our society, it is 
becoming imperative for everyone 
10 become more computer literace. 
The information superhighway is 
making it possible for people 10 
obtain numerous services w1lhou1 
ever leaving home. For many 
people, chis 1s exciting news. but 
many African Americans do not 
realize this pocential. 
"Until we take advanta_ge of 
computer cechnology, learn ll and 
use II effective!)·," Ellegood said, 
"we will con1inue lo fall short." 
B~ Tina-Renee Johnson 
H1lltop Staff Writer 
When Radio One Incorporated, 
a Black-owned radio group, 
purcho,ed local radio swtion. 
WKYS-FM last month, it marked 
lhc nation's largest 
takeover of a minoritv•owncd 
station by a minnrity•o\l. ncd 
company 
"11us deal gNes Radio One a real 
monopoly over Black radio. TI1ey 
wi ll control a huge number of 
JiMeners -- 97 ~rcent. TI1erc 1s no 
limit to the posllive effects this can 
have for the Black community as 
well as adverlis.:rs," WKYS-FM 
public affairs director Elma Brown 
~aid 
. Rudio One, currently a five-
s tallon entcrprise1 o\l. ns Washington. D.C. radio stations 
WMMJ-FM and WOL-AM. Cathy 
Hughes, tormer general manager of 
Ho\l.urd Unhersity\ \ VHUR•FM 
and Chief Executive Officer of 
R.adio One. ha, been raising money 
to purcha,e WKYS since I 986. 
Ac.:ording to an Arbitron radio 
survey, WOL and WMMJ reach an 
stimnted 400,000 listeners weekly. 
<;ombincd with ll)e 455,000 weekly 
listeners of WK) S. Rud m One will 
have un estimated 11 percent of lhe 
Wash ington audie nce and 97 
percen t o f the a reo1's B lack 
audience, Radio One's th ree 
)3altimore stat ions, WWIN-AM 
BUSINESS BRIEFS 
'limes Warner nam.es Black president 
Richard Parsons, current ~hief executive officer of Dime Bancorp, has 
recently been named the president of the communications behemoth Time 
Warner. Parsons, an African American, will begin his service to Tim~ Warn· 
er in February 1995. He ,viii be responsible for finances legal affairs com· 
munications and administration. ' ' 
- USA Today, Nov. I 
Bigger not necessarily better 
In Con_d~ Nast Traveller magazine's 1994 survey of 30,000 of its readers, 
smaller airlines were rated better than the larger airline carriers New Jer· 
sey based, Kiwi International airlines was rated first followed by Alaska 
Airlines, Midwest Express and Southwest Airlines. 
- Washington 'li11ies Nov. 3 
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SOUTH PADRE ISLAND 
PANAMA CITY BEACH 
DAYTONA BEACH 
STEAMBOAT 
VAIL/BEAVER CREEK 
IIC'WOIIIIIIICllrCU~ "l)lll t llllMo,t.'UI IJWll(O, rr• 
1-800.:..SIJMCIIA.SE 
11rt'l'W tlffOl'MAY-ION &. KJ.ra\'Anoties 
ff WARNING: Dialing Zero to Call Your Family Collect 
Hey Howanl, 
We're not at 
WAR!!!! 
Stop the Violence, 
NO\X'!!! 
OS OF NEW YORK, INC. 
IALIZINC IN MICRO-MI NI BRAIDS, LATEST STYLES, 
VEST PRICES SERVlNG THE VIRGINIA, MARYLA ND, 
AND WASHINGTON, D.C. AREA 
CALL TODAY FOR 
$20.00 OFF 
YOUR NEXT HAIR 
APPOINTMENT 
(703) 660-3461 
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Can Be Hazardous to Their Wealth. 
1-800-COLLECT ® 
Dial it instead ol ''O'' and 
save them up to 44%. 
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If you don't stop your [riend from driving drunk, who will? 
Do whatever it 1akcs. us-~,,.._,_. t\ ,C/i«J111: &·SO a.m. - /:SO p .111. 
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At $8,395 , h ave 
p l enty of 
y ou ' 11 
mo n ey l e ft for gas . 
At 44 mpg / c ity, 
you 1nigh t no t n ee d • 1 t . 
The newest ·Geo . M etro, from $8,395.* 
+ Metro C o up e ge t s an EPA e s t. MPG o f 4 4 10 tbc c it y a nd 4 9 on tl1e highwa y . + 
+ A warrant y c o ver s Met r o from o n e end to tb e n ext . 
• 
And tbat 's with no deductible .. . zero .. . none ·wbatsoever.1 + 
♦ Metro com e s wit h firs.t-ti m e b uyer assistance : • ♦ 
+ Get to know t h e newes t Geo. M e t ro. A t you r Chevrol l•t/Gco d ca l c1'.L ♦ 
+ Want to know more? G ive u s a call. 1.- Bo o- G et-2-Kno. + 
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I OR 22 51 SHERMAN AvENlJE, NW 1 
: $4 5 / YEAR WASHiNqToN, DC 20001 : 
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Just Ont 7(.i.ss 
'By ?{jcoft 9,{ayfwrn 
©1994 
9,{antft & 9,{ayftorn Pftoto9rapFts 
Sne says fie foves nu. 
'Benina tfie aar((gfasses 
nis /qve is 6{ue ant! purpfe. 
:Jfr.s /qve is wropppttf i,r.sufe the cast 011 fier arm. 
( Sfre saia sfrt f dl.) 
:Jfr.s /qve is tlie rage tftat sent frer tum6Gng 
tfown two ftrgnts of stairs. 
( Sfre saitf slit Jeff again. ) 
:Jfr.s fove lias lier in 6ontfage. 
Slie is trappttf 
fontfy 
terrijittf 
weak, 
:Jfr.s (ove gives fiim tftt power to tfictatt 
wfre11 
wfrue 
frow 
slie wil{ {gve nim 6acf;, 
:Jfe is the autnor of lier 
nopes 
tfrwms 
tlesires. 
'.1-(r.s Cove is ner master 
anti slit is a sfave 
to Iii.< tfeadfy o6session. 
'.1-6s fove ti.Ii{{ ,wt arrow a11yo11e efse insult fitr 
fieart 
mint! 
souf. 
Sfie is fost 
afone 
afraia. 
:Jfr.s fove {u,s t OKf11 fur fife. 
'But tliis is tfre onfy fove sfie k._nows. 
Slit says liis fove is tme 
afways 
forever. 
Poor girl 
slit fras fet liim fove lier to tfeatn. 
entf 
wortfs6y 
'K!,ntfro Jofinson 
©1994 
Oh my god! 
Our people still can't figure out" What's going On" 
Even though " We all in the Same Gang" . 
Niggas With Attitudes keep bringing us towards "Self Destrcu-
tion" 
Have you heard the "Rebel Music" 
Or is it that "Niggas are Scared of Revolution" 
"Slavery is back in Effect"and it didn't even "take a nation of 
millions to 
hold us back" 
But you "Do what cha Like" 
Cause this ain' t nothin' but "The Same old Song" 
but remember" Tt's so hard to Say Good-bye to Yesterday" 
I mean sure every man has a " Fantasy" 
But can we really say to ourselves "What a wonderful World" 
THE HILLTOP November 1~ j, 
LERY 
ove 
I will hold you in my arms 
Every day and every night 
Where nothing can 
harm you 
s long as I 
squeeze tight. 
I will try to 
keep you 
happy 
nd love 
ou with 
all my 
might 
In the 
hopes that 
we will stay 
together 
So that you'll 
be mine for the 
rest of my life 
Lisa Macon 
Senior 
@1994 
ac genes 
( or why i don't write 
no concious poetry anymore) 
at the bus stop the other day, 
i rested my hands on my jeans 
and noticed something 
strange. 
the black jeans that i had bought 
a cou pie yea rs ago 
were fading. 
i didn't know why 
i don't remember washing them in bleach 
or leaving them in the sun 
too long 
but there they were 
the white flecks peeking through 
streaks of silver like thread 
running through the material everywhere 
flowing from the thigh 
right down to the ankles. 
white flecks 
poking up their heads everywhere. 
i don't even think they are black anymore 
some kind of nondescript gray. 
and now i don't know 
whether to buy a new pair, 
re-dye 
or just say 
f-it 
and hope no one notices. 
observations by abena 
School of Communications 
@1994 
Hoftf 
'By Jfrtfiur 0. 9,{antfe 
©199-1 
?..fnnt{e & 9.-(ayftom Pf",oto9mpf1s 
....... ouc otato 
Now maybe, just maybe, if we read we would know 
How to Eat to Live, 
Or we might understand that because of The Miseducation of 
theNeITTO 
We as a people have yet to reclaim our Stolen I&gacy 
And The Chojce of the white man has been to make 
Black Men Single Most Dangerous and Obsolete 
It appears that we've gone From Slavery to Freedom 
but in fact we're still not far from our E.Qo!l! 
Am I just an Invisible Man or can I get some Black Power 
So wa'ke up couch potato ana see tne true C111d111g Light 
shows you 
that As /lie World Turns 
Tlie Dnys of 011r Lives are featuring 
Tlie Yo1111g a11d the Restless Black community 
Filling the jails, the graves and the General Hospilta/ 
Therefore we can give no Cheers 
because we have become America's Moss/ Wanted 
And Rodney King can't even find L.A. Lnw 
So you take t~e good and the bad but don't just accept 
The Fncts of Life telling us that these are Good Times 
But instead wake up couch potato 
because when A/I My Childre11 Smrc/1 For Tomorrow 
1 would hope that they would find A Different World 
Words by Haki C1994 
nber 18, 1994 
Br e a k ; n g down the ba~riers: 
1inuing with las1 week's discussion. pan 2 of the reason tha1 it would bother me. II has been inbred in at this point. I mean we are all young and most of us 
the conversation 
• continues 
A. Tim Bannister: l think men want a partner, 
someone they can have a good time with and someone 
that has 1heir best inlerest in mind. 
n,hips roundtable proved to be very interesting. men, and it is something that is just fir ing up inside of don't want to think about getting married or being with 
i,,t 2, the panelists continued to dissect the prob- you. It's hard to explain, but brothers have a tendency a person forever. 
bel\\een men and women , and later tried to come 10 want 10 be the provider or 10 maintain the household. 
;onsensus about the current state of the sexes. Q. Do you understand why many women feel it is Q, What do you want? 
Marsha Lewis: I think we want someone who can be 
not just our boyfriend or our man, bu1 our friend, some• 
one you can chill with. We've all been pressured inlo 
simations where we thought we were being pressured 
into doing something we really didn't wanl 10 do. But 
you have 10 undcrs1and these guys are 18, 21-years-old, 
and why should they really want 10 seltlc down? They 
have a lot of years ahead of them 10 find someone right 
for them. Really, we j ust want someone 10 be honest 
and upfront with us. 
Row do you think thut the responsibilities 
;ttn men and " omen should be shared? 
;Jamal X: In my mother's house and my father's 
~.and in my house, I don't want a 50/50 relation-
their responsibility because some men ha,·en' t been 
the provider? 
J ames: What I'm saying is I.hat women keep cont.ra-
dicting themselves. You woni respect a man if you get 
everything you expect. It can't be 50/50. I don't agree 
with thut. 
A. James: I would like a girl friend. I want a woman 
who is cool, who didn't play the money game. I could 
hang ou1 with them and be happy and I wouldn't have 
to play the hard role all the Lime. I could be myself and 
we could be cool. 
lJ you need one you need to find someone who 
patible with that 1ype of relationship. My rela-
' ip i, 70/30 and ii may be 70 on her parl and 30 
nc or 1hc other way around but 1here are certain 
!hat have 10 happen. There arc 1hings that we 
together on, and there arc certain things I have 
:nsl decision on. 
\1y question is "ho defines who should be in 
Monique : I don't think il's about numbers. Everybody 
keeps talking about that. I think it's that a woman wants 
to be treated like a lady, you know wha1 I mean. We 
wanl to feel feminine, but we also want to have a lit1le 
control. We don't wan1 to be put down or made to feel 
low, but it all comes down to being a lady. Guys can 
date a lit1le girl, they can date b--···S, or 1hey can dale 
D' mazana: I am looking for a woman who has the 
auributes of my mother. It seems like most girls I had 
the best relationships with had the same a11ribu1es of 
my mother. You can't really explain thal feeling because 
your mother is so infinite you cannot mec1 a girl and 
say I want this, this, and this. You just know when you 
find ii and you say, "Damn, that's what I'm waiting for." 
Jamal: l wanl to comment on what you said earlier 
about people laking their time and being friends and 
being more decisive about what they wanl in the long 
1erm. But I think when a guy 1ells you that he jusl wants 
to be your friend, if girls could look at that in no1 such 
a narrowminded way 1hey would see 1hat he may jus1 
wanl 10 see what you're aboul, and decide if you're who 
he really wants. He's not just playing the field. I think 
females need to take more time and respect what he is 
saying. 
James: Can I add one more liule thing? I just think 
women, especially in here, we need 10 admit that 
women enjoy sex as much as men do, and want it just 
as much. Honestly, I know of women who use broth-
ers for sex. 
(/RC!tq 
UIION • 
and who shouldn't. I unders1and what you are 
g because thal is the type of household that you 
from. but I come from a single parent household, 
f m) mother. The checks have been signed by her 
p d.iy one. She got married and the checks are still 
--,, ,igned by her. Bui what I'm saying is if you're 
rm.an or if you're a man. God created us equal. 
::: are some things that women can do that men can't 
!'Id there are some things that men can do that 
tn can't do. so on those certain things the rela-
'llp can be unequal. Bui I think you are starting 
~a li1llc too sexist by saying the man is in charge 
:ie man should be the head of the household or 
.;,,-er. Why aren'1 they running it 1ogether? 
~: I don'1 thml.. it ha.~ anything LO do with being 
I think ii has a lot to do with role play. Up until 
•n fact, e,ery culture except for this one (you can 
;or culture here in the U.S. the anti-culture}, but 
~- culture from the beginning of 1ime, until now, 
been the man who was the provider and the 
:.an has been the comforter, the nurturer and bear-
:hildren and all that. Like Kofi said, men are good 
c.ain things nnd women are good :It other things. 
:a,e been bles!'ed with more physical strcnglh and 
Im ha"e been blessed with the abli1y to bear chil• 
I What l' m saying is thal we were made 10 do spe-
,k;,. and what happens is that men feel by nature 
" tic) uhimatel)' they need 10 carry the weigh1 of 
~ ilme pro\'ider nnd bringing home 1he bacon. I may 
r arn more money than my future wife bul thal 's the 
a lady. 
D'mazana: What's your definition of a lady? 
Monique: My definition of a lady is a woman who 
respects herself, respeclS lhc men that she dates, and 
also they take care of themselves and she knows who 
she is and what she wants. And 1hey don't downgrade 
themselves or people around them. That is a lady. 
Alva: I know my problem with relationships is that 
I'm always looking for something better but I think a 
lot of people do that. If they ha\'e something good they 
always think that there is something better around the 
corner. That is the way I think, I know it's bad, but.. .. 
Alona: She reminded me of something. My friend and 
I had a talk on this subject and we decided that the prob-
lem with a lot of people on this campus is that they 
might be all into their boyfriend right now but next 
week they could walk on 'the Yard' and see someone 
else. In my relationship, we are giving each other space 
to find out if I'm the only one he wants and vice-,-ersa. 
It's something that takes time. A 101 of mis1akes some 
people make is gelling into a commitment with some-
one and then looking al someone else. Things like this 
cause a person to cheat. 
Q. Arc we saying that it is futile to ba,·c a relation-
ship on campus? 
Rois: No. You just have to let the member or the oppo-
site sex. know what your in1entions. your needs, and 
your goals arc. You have to. I would like to see some 
men ac1 a li1tle more respectful. 
Warren: I think il's futile trying 10 have a relationship 
assistant did not answer her 
door and that all the other resident 
assistants had their answering 
machines on, even the ones on call. 
Fortunately, the man working 
A,z ttn ortttnate y 1rie1nora at the front desk dialed 911, though this was not helpful, 
because the phone rang at least 20 
times, and when someone finally ex eri.ence at H orc,ard H o.1 ital 
M y times people do not think 
_.,.,, their health until somelhing happens or 
become ill. In m) particular case, I did not 
it would be ~uch a hassle to receive med· 
attention until I became sick. 
all begm1 at 9 a.m. when I awoke with sharp 
--~ shooting through my neck and into my 
. I laid stiff in my bed waiting for the pain 
away. but it never did. Toars began LO roll 
my cheeks because for the first time, 1 was 
and more than 3,000 miles away from 
answered, they put him on hold. 
I found it odd that none of the resident assis-
cants were around when I needed help, but 
when I am locked out of my room or try to bend 
the rules a little, they are always there to chas-
tise me. 
Finally; after 30 minutes the ambulance 
arrived. The paramedics walked slowly and 
laughed amongst themselves through the hall-
way while I was in pain. For all they knew my 
life could have been in jeopardy. 
When they reached my room, they asked a 
series of unnecessary questions. "What school 
are you in?" "\Vhat ~late arc you from?" and 
"Does your leg hurl?" These questions seemed 
inappropriate considering I was in severe pain. 
Alona: That's what I've been saying. If that is what a 
man wants then that is what he should say. instead of 
lying and saying •·1 want to be al l abou1 you." 
Jamal: Well, when a man says hejus1 wants 10 be your 
friend, mos1 women just think ii is some 1ype of safe-
guard so he can keep playing the field. 
James: It's like you want to iake a test drive. 
Q. So is there hope ror campus relationships? 
A. Alton: Nope. No hope. 
Kofi: I think 1here is hope because 1his is a learning 
ground. I mean. we are all s1ill young. It's like in high 
school you were just testing 1he waters a little bi1, but 
now you are s1ar1ing to apply whal you have l! arned 
and when you get out of college, then you apply those 
values you learned all along inlo some1hing concre1e 
and you know wha1 you want. 
Alton: It takes more than a semester. 
Q. What docs everyone nltimately want from 
members of the opposite sex? 
When I left for the hospital, I thought the 
situation would get better, but little did I know 
that this was only the beginning of my troubles. 
After we arrived, instead of checking me in, 
one paramedic and the receptionist began talk-
ing about we::lcling plans. I knew the name of 
the groom, the bride and the date of the wed-
ding before lhey took my blood pressure. 
Next, they wheeled me into the emergency 
room, but wheeled me right back out because 
I was not registered. The tears rolled down hard, 
because I could not believe nor understand the 
incompetence on the part of the emergency 
room staff. 
When I think about an emergency room, I 
think of speedy, helpful and efficient doctors 
and nurses. However at Howard University 
Hospital. I waited for two hours in an emer-
gency room that was not busy, while doctors sat 
at a table and drank coffee. 
Wanton Davis: I wan1 a woman who is not going to 
use her physicalness to get me into her. A 101 of women 
try to use sex to gel with men, bul I wan1 something 
different. I want to be whipped mentally. 
Alton: True. 
Rois: He is no1 reading from 1he right book. Men want 
1hat [sex, physicalness] . They want it. Thal is the rea-
son they look at women. 
LaChanda Jenkins: Sex seems to be the main 1hing 
we're talking about. I am having a hard lime under-
s1anding why there is so much emphasis placed on it 
in a relationship. What is the obsession with sex? 
Rois: It is not tha1 we are obsessed with sex. but it's 
tha1 when a man cheats sexually ... al least I know for 
me. personally, it is more devasiating. So sex isn'I even 
necessary in a relationship from my personal perspec-
tive, but sex seems 10 affect relationships most dras1i-
cally. That's why we're talking aboul it. 
Warren: Personally, for me, sex is way down on the 
list, but I have a 101 of female friends. Bui the thing that 
dislinguishes your girlfriend or your wife or whatever 
from a friend, is sex. The things I do with my female 
friends are the same things I do with my girlfriend. So 
sex is the deciding thing that makes a relationship. 
Q. Docs anyone want to say anything in closing? 
A. James: I j ust wanl 10 say that I am available so if 
any of you have any friencls, you know ... " 
Finally, I was called into the emergency 
room. The doctor took my blood pressure and 
temperature, then diagnosed me with muscle 
spasms. l really did not understand how she 
could tell so much from a temperature and 
blood pressure exam. She prescribed antibiotics 
and Motrin 600, then sent me on my way. 
When I reflect back on my experience at 
Howard University Hospital, l feel nothing 
short of disgust. I think the Hospital gives 
Howard University a bad name. There may be 
many great doctors and nurses that work there, 
but surely none were present Saturday, Oct. 29. 
The only positive a~pect about the experi-
ence was realizing I had a family away from 
home. My suitemates bonded together to help 
me. 
If it had not been for them, I would have been 
all alone. It is bad enough being in a city you 
are not familiar with, but it is even worse when 
you don't have anybody to help you. 
I did not realize how close we all had brcome 
unti I I went to the hospital. They stayed by my 
side during my unexpected visit and did not 
leave until I left. I managed to pick up the telephone and call 
suitemate next door. She came rushing over. 
her I could not move my neck and that 
I tried. my head hurt. 
She left 10 go get help. After IO minutes, 
returned and informed me that our resident 
I envisioned eager paramedics ready 10 whisk 
me off to the emergency room, but instead 
they did not touch me until I produced a vali-
dated student identification card, which took me 
awhi le to locate. 
Doctors came and went, but not one can1e 
to me. 1 sat in a wheelchair with mangled hair 
feeling helpless. When asked about the delay. 
the nurse answered rudely by saying they would 
get 10 me, hopefully.within the next hour. Per-
sonally, I believe the reason why they did not 
pay much attention to me was because I wasn't 
bleeding 10 death nor did I have a dislocated 
Limb. Although 1 wonder if that would have 
made a difference. 
ll is nice to know that when l need help, 
they' II be there. 
The writer is a freshman in the School of 
Communications. 
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Jazz group adds new twist to musical genres 
Talented vocalists on ''Entyme'' on the verge· of stardom 
BY. Ed Rice 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
On a 1ypical Wednesday nigh! 
when mos1 Howard s1uden1s arc 
caugh1 up in 1he trivial li,•es or 
1hose Beverly Hi lls bra1s, six 
studen1s are hard at work in !he Eas1 
Towers perfec1ing 1he harmonious 
1unes Iha! bond 10ge1her !he group 
Entyme. 
' 'Enlyme is an amalgama1ion or 
all 1he music we've ever lis1ened 
10," Syretha Smi1h said. 
The members of En1yme arc 
from all walks of Howard life. The 
faces of Loren Samuels, 22, and 
Alvin Cleavon, 2 I. are familiar 10 
mos! freshmen because the two Los 
Angeles na1ives are Campus Pals. 
Stu<len1s recognize Angela May for 
her moves on 1he football field 
during lhe half-lime show. The 20· 
year old is a former member of the 
band's dance squad, Oh La La. The 
name of2 I-year-old Shanise "Trapp 
is mos1 recognizable. The Los 
Angeles native represented 1he 
Mecca as lhc 1993 Miss Howard. 
Of all lhc members. Eugene 
Young. 20. of Dallas. Texas has the 
voice mos1 familiar to s1udents. 
Young is a member of 1he 
Uni_vcrsi1y Choral Choir. Syrelha 
Sm11h, 20, of Largo. Md., makes 
sure she ·•gives the Lord praise·• in 
1he Howard University GOipel 
Choir. Finally. Daryl Hunt, 24, of 
Queens. NY is !he "player" of 1he 
group. He is the ins1rumentalist of 
Entyme and has put his musical 
mark on the Howard community. 
Unl ike 1he many groups formed 
a1 Howard lha1 fall m10 lhe standard 
R&B or rap music categories, 
Entyme does not conform to one 
musical genre. On this particular 
nig h! in November they are 
rehearsing for what appear, 10 be a 
Christmas hymn. The song is 
somewha1 hard 10 recognize 
because of 1he allerations Iha! group 
member Samuels has made to 1hc 
song. To i;ive one a beucr 
undersianding of 1he sound, 
imagine wha1 would happen if Take 
6. Nancy Wilson and Phyllis 
Hyman joined forces and 
performed "Jingle Bells." 
Entyme was founded by Trapp 
and Samuels in the spring of 1992. 
In California. both sang fora group 
\ 
\ 
called "Majesty:· They decided 10 
star! !heir own group at Howard 
University. 
Allhough 1hey have been 
together only two years. Entyme 
has the sound of seasoned 
professionals. From the direc1ion in 
which 1heir career is going, i1 is 
eviden1 1ha1 recoro ini:lus1ry 
representatives think so as well. 
Sony, Capitol. BMG. Mercury and 
MCA arc jus1 a few of 1he record 
companies that have shown an 
interest in the group. 
The group ltas also performed 
throughou t the local Howard 
communi1y. Entyme also had an 
oppor1uni1y 10 showcase it, talents 
before a nat ional audience this 
summer al the na1ional convention 
of Delia S igma Theta Sorori1y. Inc. 
"We're very op1imis1ic and 
confident. we know it will take 
some hard work bu1 the good 1hing 
is tha1 so far the audience response 
has been more 1han cnthusias1ic,"' 
May said. 
Like most African-American 
musicians the members of Entyme 
all have founda1ions wi1hin 1he 
church. 
''Our sound, like mos1 Black 
music, has been in0uenced direc1ly 
or indirec1ly by !ht: church. Black 
music goes 10 <liffcrent places, bu1 
in our music we have re.spec! for our 
roots,"' Young explained. 
No one member of Entyme has 
a dis1inct role in 1he group. Their 
responsibi li1ies are 
inlerchangeablc. Everyone wears a 
dual cap of ei ther. s inger, 
songwriler or producer. All songs 
are wriuen. produced or arranged 
by 1he group. 
Al 1h1s particular rehearsal. 
Samuels seems 10 bt, in charge, but 
only because he has arranged lhe 
lmes1 song 1ha1 the group is 
learning. During rehearsa l 1hey 
frcquen1ly move from playfulness 
10 concentration, 1hen 10 c ritiques. 
Loren instructs May on the correc1 
tone for 1he song. 
Young wa1ches auentively in !he 
background and assis1s whenever 
possible. Trapp and Clcavon 
converse whi le ,i 11ing o n !he couch 
abou1 everything from school to 
braids. And Smi1h"s eyes arc closed 
in deep concen1ra1ion. 
Somehow. maybe by ''divine 
intervcn1ion."' on 1he snap of three, 
their voices uni1e in the holy 
matrimony of music. Abruptly, in 
the middle of wha1 appears 10 be a 
perfect union, Samuels blur1s 
something ou1. 
" II doesn't sound bad. but it's not 
whal I" m su~posed to do so I want 
10 change it,· he says. 
They 1rade insuhs and move on. 
Entyme say, lha1 moM times !heir 
a11itudes are just as harmonious a;, 
their voices. 
"We work 1oge1her well mainly 
because we know each 01her and 
we still communicale on a day to 
day basis outside of !his." Trapp 
said. 
··Every fourth lime I see Shanise, 
we fight!'" Young added jokingly. 
··What you see here is whai we 
strive for. The chemistry be1ween 
lhe voice;. 1hc music, lhe message 
and !he lis1ener. That"s wha1 makes 
us unique. ll°s some1hing you can 
take with you. We'll never be 
stagnant."' Cleavon insis1ed. ··You·re 
going to be able 10 connec1 the 
music wilh what your seeing.'" 
"People are tired of beinilicked 
Faculty Student Forum 
and stroked 11p and basically ra(>Cd 
on records. We are into making 
music. not jus1 any kind of music, 
but good music. We wan1 to 
with a few roa,,uring rift , 01 
harmonica. It is11·1 long bef<11 
breaks in10 an all ou1 har 
concerto a~ ifhe were si1ting01 
Black music goes to different 
places, but in our music we ha 
respect for our roots." 
-Eugene Young 
es1ablish the type of repertoire 
where people go ou1 and buy our 
!ape or CD before 1hey even hear it 
because you just expect it 10 be 
good," Samuels said. 
Al 1his poin1. everyone·s 
auention has shifled 10 Young as he 
backs up every word like 1he gospel 
banks of 1he Mississippi in a 
ha1, sipping on lemonade in 
Young begins 10 displa · 
"country" roots as !he group 
to back him up with some 
jazz-inspired vocals that are 
Entyme. 
tatistics 
Name: ENTYME 
Group Members: Eugene Young, Sha 
Trapp, Angela May, Loren Sa,nuels, 
Cleavon, Daryl Hunt, Syretha Smith 
Ages: 20-24 
Group Philosophy: ''To be true to m 
and never sellout the art form. We wo 
never do anything our parents couldnl 
hear. " 
Race, I.Q. and Public Policy: The Bell Curve 
Monday, November 21, 1994 10 A.M. to 5 P.M. 
B lackburn Center West Ballroom 
Student Teach-In and Press Conference 
10:00 A.M. - 11 :00 A.M. 
Sponsored by the Political Science Honor Society 
Faculty Forum 
Genetics and Biodetenninism 
11 :00 A.M. - 12:30 P.M. 
Psychomebics and the Environment 
1:30 P.M. - 3:00 P.M. 
Public Policy and Public Responsibility 
3:30 P.M. - 5:00 P.M. 
Sponsored by~ Faculty Senate 
For more information contact Tina Evans-Mitchell at 806-6722 
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This contest could open some doors for you in the 
aucomotivr industry. Not to mention some doors on a 
new 1995 Nissan Senna·. 
Introducing "Ni:;san Designs for the Future." A competition 
C5tablished by Nissan Motor Corporation U.S.A .. in 
' 
or environmental feature for rhe inside or outside of a 
car. or design the car itself. and you could win. 
Fi rst you'll need to get an entry kit from your 
campus Career Center. your college's engineering school. 
or your NSBE Region 2 chairperson. Or receive an 
con1unction with the National Society of Black Engineers entry kit bv following the mail.in mMructions below,' 
10 discover new talent m the fields of automonve design All designs will be Judged by Nissan Research and 
decision will be final. 
Enter the "Nissan Designs for the Future· competition 
today. If you win you can open the door with a lease on 
a new car, but at che same rime you'll have opened a 
door to your future. 
• and engmeenng. Just design or improve an original safety Development or Nissan Design International. whose 
'-'\.1.•Capum.\&..S,..-t~'-,ltad1tw-fwpn. h,.j tfn--,.~"'dl d'ww ..- btb .._, r-«'-~ AdJu'lflllla.hrd 11"10SDaffl ~ tm'V 1,•b ~drl.lk14NMencr,-bDidfii,ll!ilb11irm.ilJ....-Jwnr~u,v.-t ... Cfl•l'.$Qld..dtMlc1Di!Yr-...(hphWNl.lr'~uloktfl'rM~ ' ltffiC~mlli.-\.~ 
~~•"°P"'-PO, :,.,m ,r-..,m. tx. ) t'otl .-d• (ftl')' ll • • k'Jt'l'C . ,,,.. A1 (fu..-.f crcy~n111 kl'!J:Mlbyfdwwry-t ffld /!J ~ prp nabr JMM'db<,, ~ ».~ c..--- a ~•llicc:.cs~ t'laol\\a,-I~ Jlm5! o1h. .sitn.! 1taP ¥ .JJ.dl (,II •'¥41 ~Ul'll,,-..- or --.cy11 \A ~nilPrn.:r 't~~ 
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Vhenever your plans 
ill/or 
ravel . .. 
ltar~ 
"A FULL SERVICE TRAVEL AGENCY'' 
IHE WAY TO GO! I I 
P=-==-=="""'-= OUR SERVICES=====-..---
□ Computerltcd Tic:kets and Reservation• Services D Tour Packages 
D All Major Credit Cards Accepted D Visa and Pusport Services 
D Travel Profiles for Penonal and Buslnea D Bus D Cruises D Car Rental 
Reservations O Hotel Reservations D Travel Arranganents for Conventions 
and ANodations O Conference Planning O Accounting-Management Reports 
D Ticket Delivery O Plus Other Services ... 
Central City Travel Agency, Inc. 
Conveniently Located inside the Howard University Hotel, Suite 307 
2225 Georgia Avenue, N.W. • Suite 307 
Washington, D.C. 20001 
202-387-7979 
Fax: 202-387-2693 
You're gonna get fired up about our wood-
roasted chicken. It's marinated with our own 
burning roaster. Come by and eat with us or 
take· our wood-roasted chicken and fresh-
special blend of citrus, herbs 
and spices. Then slow roasted 
to perfection in our real wood 
made side dishes home. We'll 
keep !he lire burning in the 
window for you. 
3529 Connecticut Avenue N. W. 
Washington, D.C. 
(202) 244-8008 
DINE IN . TAKE HOME ... ,..,.,,._ 
-------,--------,-------
1 ComJlete , Two Halt , ~ 00 OFF , 
, Mear Deal :Chicken Platters: ~ 11 : 
: S3 gg I sg 99 : Any Purchase of I 
1 • .., o..,,,c,,c,,.,~ s.,,""' ,...,,,.. , ,' ""'"""' ......... P_,,.._..,,..,,. ,' S5.00 or More. 1
1 I .-ell........, ltincl'lll"geb • a111n •l11 f'ffl,l,IS ,._ (!Alctwgtk:rall_...,,...., 
I : ~~ :~7 : ~7, J1i~~ I I ~i~~ I . 2:.- - I )'. ~~ - I 
I 
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Since 1924 
Blacks and the GOP 
f or the first time in 40 years the "Grand Old Party" 
has captured the most of the honest seats in town-the 
seats of Congress. So. for the next two years, at least. 
the Republicans on Pennsylvania Avenue's east end will 
control! and direct the discussions and subsequent 
development of American public policy. It's almost a 
given now that Black people and our concerns will be 
largely neglected. 
African-American's blind pledge of allegiance to 
the Democratic party dates back more than a genera-
tion, starting with our close ties 10 the John F. Kennedy 
:md Lyndon b. Johnson adminiMrations. They bene-
fited from Black support spawned during the Civil 
Rights Era and the party continues to be rewarded 
today. Sadly. last week's historic elections have high-
lighted the absurdity of our voting pauerns. 
Because Black people. by and large. do not susbcribe 
to the practices and policies of the Republican party, 
we are cast into a political no-man's land every time a 
Republican wins office. Whether at city council, state 
legislature or congressional level, Republican politi- • 
cians by far do not respond to or act upon the wishes 
of Black people. Despite popular opinion ('The Reput>-
lican party is one of the most racists and enemies of 
the African-American community"). this occurs 
because no politician - Democratic, Republican, 
Independent Socialist or whatever - feels compelled 
to answer to a group that does not belong to its con-
stituency. It's jusl that simple. 
Black people cannol expect to compel Republicans 
to respect our political wishes ifwe do not actively par-
ticipate in their party~ i.e. give them our votes. The 
mere idea of voting Republican is enough to mrn the 
stomachs of most African Americans. But, until we get 
over that repulsion and join the party, we will remain 
politically handicapped. Has the Democratic party 
done that much forus that we owe it our complete and 
unyielding loyalty? The HILLTOP does not think so. 
The Democratic party and African Americans have 
taken the same positions on many issues that concern 
and affect the Black community. Civil rights, abortion 
and affirmative action arc just a few of the issues that 
Black people think the Democrats have correc!. 
Unquestionably, the Democratic party has been recep-
tive to hearing and responding to our needs. However. 
the only reason they have is because we vote Democ-
ratic in such large numbers. 
President Clinton·s party is not necessarily the friend 
of the African-American community. The liberal altru-
ism and social awareness the party has come to embody 
is just as much a function of Black people's efforts as 
anything else. We have had much innuence upon the 
ideological direction of the party and will continue to 
do so. The time has come, however, to make a similar 
impact upon the Republican party. 
If Black people joined the Republican pany and took 
part in its conventions and political strategy sessions, 
we would surely sec an ideological change. Conser-
vatism and racism are not synonyms. There is no rea-
son the Republican party. within its ideological frame-
work, cannot develop ideas and policies that fall in line 
with both African-American desires and its fiscal con-
servatism. 
There will be no changes in Republican thinking 
until Black people compel it. The only way to do so is 
to join the party. Once entrenched, Black people can 
rightfully expect the Republican party to answerto our 
demands. Broadscale ideological changes will not 
occur overnight, nor will they be easy to implement. 
In keeping with traditional Republican beliefs and 
those of what will undoubtedly remain a predominantly 
White constituency, the party will probably never 
please moM Black folks. 
However, those with enough insight to realize that 
our absence from Republic:m politics continues to 
thwart our progress must join the party and air our opin-
ions. There are many conservati ve approaches to 
African-American problems that are worth exploring 
and helping to shape. Empowerment zones. fiscal 
rcsponsiliility and welfare reform are issues that Black 
people need to be concerned with and the Republican 
party drives them. 
Why should those of us who feel that there are con-
servative solutions to our problems be made to feel as 
sell-outs if we join the Republicans? The Democrats 
have only done for us what we have forced them to do. 
The same can be true of the Republicans, if we hold 
them accountable. 
Sadly, the majority of African Americans do not 
participate in the political process. Nationally, a scant 
38 percent of Americans voted in last week's elections. 
Our brothers and sisters who struggled to gain voting 
rights did so because they realized that political inac-
tivity resulted in impotency. It is too bad then that we 
have associated that acti vity with a single party. Until 
we recognize the errors of our ways we will remain 
powerless - at least for the next two years. 
Howard, guns and death 
Whether you knew Chris Morris or not, his mur-
der last week should have horrified you. Anytime a life 
is snuffed out by an act of senseless violence, we are 
all incredibly saddened. When it happens 10 a fellow 
sll1den1, the shock and outrage we feel is magnified. It 
totally consume, us. We are not use to this. Sadly, it 
appears that the violence 1hat has plagued African-
American communities nationwide has tragically 
begun 10 affect the Mecca. 
What makes Morris' death even more depressing 
is that it is not something we are use to at Howard Uni-
versity. This institution prides itselfin the caliber of stu-
dents - both academically and morally. This sort of 
thing happens on the evening news. not at Howard. Our 
students arc beyond this type of violence and idiocy. 
Or so we like to think. 
When news of the shooting became public, our ini-
tial shock was compounded when we learned that the 
perpetrator of the act was a fellow Howard student. Not 
that our schoolmate's death would have been any eas-
ier to accept if a local hoodlum had caused it, but it 
would have made more sense to us. It"s the guys we see 
hanging out on the District's street corners that are sup-
posed to be the bad element, not our own peers. 
Or so we like to think. 
If there is one thing we have learned through this 
terrible event. it is that the Howard University com-
munity is not immune from the ills of the larger 
Af(ican-Amcrican society. Af(erour mourning is over, 
perhaps it would be wise to reevaluate our thinking. We 
can no longer look at life on the hilllop through rose-
colored glasses. 
Just like any other community or neighborhood, our 
students come from, Howard University is composed 
of both good and bad elements. We must recognize that 
the key to ensuring peace on this campus is absolute 
intolerance for lawlessness. 
We all know that some of us carry guns to 'the Yard' 
and to the cafeteria. Why do we ignore such uncon-
scionable behavior? Indeed, many of us come from 
environments where weapons arc used for self-defense 
and survival. 
While The HILLTOP does not agree with those that 
claim guns are a necessity anywhere, we arc adamant-
ly opposed 10 the presence of guns on this campus. 
This is a place of scholarship, it is not a battleground. 
Bookbags shou ld contain books, not glocks. There is 
absolutely no defendable reason why students should 
feel compelled to arm tltemselves. If they do give in to 
tha1 compulsion, the responsibility lies with the rest of 
us to check them. The idea of reporting dormmates and 
friends to the authorities for possessing firearms does 
not sit well with any of us. However, if we truly desire 
a safe haven, a place where murders do not occur, we 
mus1. 
The overwhelming majority of studenlS are very pos-
itive and progressive people. We are here to educate 
ourselves in our respective fields and, hopefully, use 
what we learn 10 shape positive change in the African-
American community. We decry the violence that is rip-
ping our communities apart vociferously and continu-
ally. Where else should we start to actually take steps 
to reduce these problems th:m on our own campus? 
If we do not take it upon ourselves to ensure thnt 
Howard University will no longer tolernte conditions 
that foster tragic events like Chris Morris' death, then 
we must admit that we are all talk and no action. At 
least that way, the next murder will not come as such 
a shock. 
Football violent? 
V iolence in football is a topic that has received much 
discussion recently. A truly unsportsmanlike display 
iovolving bauling Dallas Cowboys and New York 
Giants last week brought the issue to our auention. 
A hhough we do not condone violence anywhere -
including the gridiron-we do not understand or agree 
with those who claim that football is too violent. 
The Cowboys and Giants who fought last Monday 
night were acting irresponsible and foolish. Million-
aires who are paid to play school yard games should 
just do that and nothing else. Those so-called "'profes-
sionals" who resorted to fisticuffs when emotions ran 
high in Thxas Stadium were rightfully fined and repri-
manded for their indiscretions. 
However, to penalize the entire sport of football by 
labeling it too violent when unfortunate incidents like 
this occur is overreacting, plain and simple. Football 
is loved by millions of fans throughout the world. A 
great deal of that attrac1 ion is generated by the desire 
many of us have to see men engrossed in brutal phys-
ical play. Many of us enjoy the hard hits, crushing 
blocks and man-to-man combat inherent in football. 
Let's be realistic: football is just a weekend diver-
sion from the week's troubles and headaches. In no ,vay 
should it be viewed as a microcosm of the larger soci-
ety. Unfortunately, that is exactly what football's crit-
ics are trying to make us believe. They w:mt us to 
believe that young people will watch their heroes Sun-
day and then go to school Monday and try to cut their 
teacher's knees. Imagine that. 
Make no mistake, spousal abuse is a cowardly and 
reprehensible crime. But just because former and cur-
rent football players do it does not mean football was 
the cause. A similar study could easily be done to deter-
mine how many accountants, postal workers or artists 
beat lheir wives. Would high instances of abuse by 
artists mean that the stresses of painting :md sculpting 
cause them to lash out at their spouses? Of course not . 
Why then should football be blamed for the shameful 
actions of a few players? 
With all of the actual violence that threatens Amer-
ican communities it just seems silly that so much 
agnst has been directed toward footbal l. Our advice to 
those who object to the controlled violence of the grid-
iron is simple: watch golf. 
Letter to the Editor t 
Dear Editor, I 
h was a remarkable coincidence that The HILLTOP (Oct 28) included on the same p,tge ( <\2) tw~ 
that dealt in different ways with that most precious First Amendment right: freedom of sJ><!eCh 
The first article, "Panelists, University students and faculty explored free speech at forum." quoted 
points of view by several distinguished panelists. The second touched on the risk) use of free ;peech bjl 
dents in criticizing the Fine Arts administration. as revealed in the article, ··Goldsb) recital sparks c 
sy. protest." 1 
The recent action that fueled the protest by the Fine Arts Student Council was Dean Jeff Donaldsoo 
questionable use of what he termed "discretionary funds secured by indh idual, through fundraising." 
purpose of producing a benefit recital on University property. It wa.~ done not for the benefit of the L' 
per se, but rather, for the personal benefit of a gifted alumna (Donaldson said, " ... to support her edu.-c. 
who now aucnds the Julliard School of Music in New York City. Unfortunately. the alumna's baccal 
degree from Howard was awarded under highly controversial circumstance, and a dispute in connec 
this mauer remains unresolved 10 this day. 
Other questions the Council may have had in mind in protesting Dean Donaldson's elaborate en 
of the alumna's recital include the use of campus facilities that are tuition funded. Among ,uch fncihu. 
practice rooms in the Music Department. photocopiers and other equipment. R,1111..in Chapel, its staff. 
maintenance crews {program preparation personnel and security officers). All du;, for a non-Um,cr,, 
in support of a non-Unh·ersity Mudent! 
What has provoked my concern and response here in The HILLTOP i, the question of the price of 
speech for those Fine Arts Student Council members who have dared to ;peak out .igamst the Fine ,\ru 
Administration's elaborate sponsorship of the recital described abo,e Is II n genurnc fear c~pre,scJ b) 1 Eugene Young. vice president of the Fine Arts Student Council. thnt ·•Fine Arts can gl\c and take awl) 
formance grants whose amount is based on the opinion of the mu,ic departmcnr'"' 
If Mr. Young's as,enion is true (and I hope that the mailer of di,tnbulion of financial a,h,rds "'ill t.: 
fully scru1ini ted by the appropriate award-recommending commiuees), it would ,ecm that free speed 
College of Fine Arts is seriously compromised. That is, the sllldcnt's free speech "ould not be unco • 
ly free, for it could not be spoken without impunity. 
Sincerely. 
George A, Winfield, Ph.D. 
Music Department 
WI£ WELCOMI; YOUR LICTTICR8 ANO COMMENT'S 
I THE HILLTOP WELCOMES YOUR VIEWS OH ANY PUBLIC ISSUE. FACULTY. ADMINISTRATORl,A.. 
STUDENTS AND ALUMNI ARE E N COURAGED TO SHARE THe;tA ORIGINAL tDltAS ANO OPINIONS, ~ I 
WE PUBLISH ONLY MATERIAL ADDRESS ED TO us. we ROUTINELY EDIT LETTIE RS FOR SPACE ANI 
RECT l!RRORS OF STYLE, SPELLING AND PUNCTUATION. L IETT£RS AS WELL AS COM M E NTAAlll!S MUST .d 
AND SIG Nl!D, COMPLETE WITH FULL ADDRESS A N D TELEPHONE NUMBER, 
THE OPINIONS EXPRESSED ON TH E EDITORIAL PAGE o~ THE HILLTOP AR£ SOLl:L.Y THE: YI 
THE EDITORIAL BOARD, AND DO NOT Nl!CIESSARILY REFLECT THE OPINIONS OF HOWARD UNIVERSlff 
ADMINISTRATION, THE Hll..LTOP BOARD OR TH I! STUDl!NTS. l 
PLl!ASE ADDRESS LETTERS A ND COMMENT ·$ TO: 
EDITORIAL EDITOR 
THE HILLTOP I 
2251 SHERMAN AVE:. N . W . I 
WAS HINGTON. 0.C. 20059 
PHONE: (202) 808•11886 
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PERSPECTIVE~S 
i's iDlperative 
at each one, 
teach one 
Haitians in the Doininican 
Republic find no rest, refuge 
Debra McCoy 
You can be born in the Dominican Republic. 
speak Spanish and never set foot in Haiti. yet you 
still are legally Haitian. This means that most of 
the thousands of Haitians living here arc illegal 
and have no rights as citizens. Shortly before the 
would-be conflict in Haili. repatriations from tl1e 
Dominican Republic increased in intensity. 
silence for Toussaint L'Overture, Jean-Jacques 
Dessalincs and the beginning of Haitian inde• 
pendence in 1791. 
ume 
proj!ram \\a,, a pn>d-
Washington. D.C. 
I of Rccrca11on .md 
ng pare11t< in the Sh.,w 
n nrc.lS send thd r 
bee c 1t hns the 
being a run, 1cm ity-
\\1th an affordable fee. 
the kids to the pool on 
ng Jul) afternoons: 
ed \\C .id Afr can 
• drama classes, made 
lei) or played game, ult 
a1KI the other 6-and-7 
I •-a, a\,igns'<I to formed 
;tl bond that led them to 
ehe, Mthe mighty 
me ns the 1113m:l duel.. 
in the lunch line. the 
·n hne and anp,hcrc 
go 
.,,,-as too much mum• 
ranks on the \\ay to the 
became mute ducks 
bed their quacks and 
gh the huge corridor; 
·or High School. 
.. mighty duck\" were 
whose parents had lied 
c m order to get them 
(the rule was si, and 
't figure out why hi• 
·1 l.eep up and had 
lltention span until we 
about birthday,. 
~ he ,aid. 
f m six:• he ,aid, unable 
m the eye. 
lilcntl) until he lookt.'<I 
nght. what's the truth 
h<xlks on the subJcct since he wa., 
three 
Jason was constantly seeking 
attention. 1\nd allhuugh he was 
older and would soon turn eight he 
took the longest to learn the "big 
boy" lesson. If he wasn't trying to 
sit on a counselor's lap he wa, cry-
ing that he didn't like his lunch 
Luckily. one of the brolhers who 
also w~,rkcd at the camp hdped 
him learn that whining was not the 
best way to get things accom• 
pli,hed. 
There were. ol course, the con-
flict, betwecn the boys .u1d the girl s 
in the camp. i\eisha could not 
undcrst;md why 'Terrel wouldn't 
stop a.,king her questions and tap• 
ping her on her hal·k. Jame~ 
couldn't undcr~tand why he 
couldn't make Tina "go.,,, ith" hm1 
1r she just want.:d to be friends. 
We had talk, about lifo and 
respect and many of the I.ids camo 
to understand that ) OU can't al,\ay. 
have )Our way and you mus t 
respect each other in order to get 
along. 
There was talk of "good hair," 
African bootv -.·mtchcr, and thd 
issue of being too light or too dark. 
One day, one of the campers. a 
httlc African girl named Bukki, 
" •" crying uncontrollably. When 
she linally stnpp.:d crying she said 
'-<>mconc had said ,he. her '1Stei 
and her brother were notlung bul 
"5tupid Africans'' and her feeling~ 
wcre crushed • 
Thi, prompted a camp pow-
wow where all the kid, were gi,e,, 
a short histor) lesson. Many found 
It difficult to belie\e, that they too, 
were Africans. I told them about 
lmhotep, Nelson Mandela. Ben 
Carson. George Washington Carv-
er, Ida Wdls n.n<l other Africans and 
African American, of \\hom lhey 
should he proud. 
They learned that there i, no 
such thing as ··good hair,'' that 
C\er}one's hair was pretty in its 
own \\aY, that black people were 
lucky that they came in so many 
beautiful colors and that science 
and medicine origmated in Africa. 
They all pledged to remember 
to respect ea, h other and to be 
proud of their African heritage, 
Ju t for insurance I told them they 
would be quined on evef}thing 
they had learned that day so they 
had better take notes. This led to a 
ba.rra.ge of question, and a rcque, t 
for a review for the quiz. So lhey 
qui ncd one another and were pre• 
pan'<l for the qui1 the ne,t clay. 
As I lea,e Howard and prepare 
to move on to th.: next phase of my 
lite, I ,1m grateful for Ill) summer 
at Shaw. It "W-as one of th.: most 
rewarding thing, I hu,e done in 
mv life. 
Living in the country that takes up the east-
ern two-thirds of Hispaniola ha~ given me an 
interesting viewpoint of the recent political 
events in Haili. As opposed to limiting my view 
to what I read in newspapers and hear from 
locals, I have become involved with some aspect 
of the Haitian reality in the Dominican Repub-
lic since being here. 
I work with an organiration that works with 
homeless women and children in Santiago and 
rural communities. On my fiN visit to one of 
these communities, I expected people to speak 
about concerns like a lack of running water. mal-
nutri tion. sickness and sparse school supplies. 
Instead, the conversation was overwhelmingly 
about repatriation - something I had heard 
about. but never thought I would come into con-
tact wi1h. 
Repatriation occurs when Dominican soldiers 
and police forcefully take Haitians back to Haiti, 
because they are illegally li,ing in the Domini-
can Republic. It is not easy for Haitians to 
become legal ci1izens here. Unlike the U.S .. 
where an immigrant can live for many years and 
eventually apply for citizenship or acquire it 
through birth on American soi l, here if you are 
Haitian you are Haitian. 
Soldiers come in the night and demand exor-
bitalll bribes. TI1ose that can not pay are round-
ed up and sent to Haiti. However, they arc usu-
ally sent to Dominican sugar processing plants 
for a few days to work in the cane fields. Plant 
owners pay the soldiers for providing the work-
ers and get free labor in return . The practice is 
called "contrabando" here. but to me it is slav-
ery. For years, Hait ians have been kidnapped and 
brought to labor in Dominican sugar fields. The 
Dominican agricultural economy depends upon 
them. 
In the weeks since the peace accord. there 
has not been as much tension in the communi-
ty despite the fact that repa1rations are still com-
monplace. 
Despite the intense po\'erty, lack of re~ources 
and political instability that Haitians in the Dom-
incan republic face, they are still positive about 
what will happen in Haiti. The celebration Oclo• 
ber 15 when Aristide returned to Haiti was 
incredible. Singing. dancing. drinking and shout-
ing abounded. People observed moments of 
In the future. we must pray for the people in 
the rural communities where I work and through-
out this tiny island. We must continually remain 
conscious or what is going on here. Ari stide's 
return will not ensure any change in Haiti or the 
situation Haitians face here in the Dominican 
Republic. Public awareness. on the other hand. 
wil l change reality. 
I urge anyone who reads this to take time to 
read more about the situation in Haiti. Learn 
about the role the United States has played in 
politics on this island - it will surprise you. If 
nothing else. 1alk about Haiti and find some way 
to increase the awareness among your pee1'1i. This 
is 1101 just my wish. Many of the people I come 
into contact with in these communities request 
that we. American students, make their situation 
known at our unive1'1iities because they know 
they are powerless to remedy their predicament. 
They hope people from outside of their com-
munity will be able to bring about and shape 
change. I know there are people like that at 
Howard University. 
The writer is a j1111ior majori11g i11 Spa11ish and 
is s111dyi11g in the Dominican Republic as pan of 
the /111ematio11a/ S111de111 Exchange Program. 
Our militant leaders generate a 
lot of heat and little light 
To-Nchisi Coate.~ 
Malik Zulu Shabau and Unit, 
Nation have consistently brought 
speakers of a radical outlook to 
Howard's campus. They range from 
the scholarly Dr. Tony Martin to 
misogynist Shaharazad Ali. Uni1y 
Nation must be commended for the 
constant influx of ideas they ha,·e 
brought to this institution. Howev-
er. as a protegee of Khalid Muham-
mad, Shabau's actions warrant a 
serious critique. 
Some will argue that neither of 
these two should be cri1icized. 
using the rationale that Blacks 
shou Id present a united front. The 
real ity is that there is no "united 
front'' and to portray one is a fool-
ish e;,cercise in phantom reality. 
While it holds that we should not 
use the White media as a forum for 
debate (in that they often exploit our 
di fferences), it is imperati,'C that we 
use our own journals and newspa• 
pers as instruments of serious dia-
logue. 
!'!lack Man·s Guide 10 the Black 
'!Yonl.illl, should be lit led the Qw:: 
man's Guide IP Ttaioiow His Poe. 
Q~ite frankly, her politics arc a 
joke. 
Ali is not nearly as funny. how-
ever, as Unity Nation's often invi t-
ed guest Khalid Muhammad. 
whose reactionary obsession with 
White people often leads him into 
a stand-up comed) rou tine. 
Shaban falls into a similar trap by 
hyping audiences wi1h bigoted call 
and respon'se. The sensationalism 
of these events often outweigh the 
real information. Consequently. 
"The Black Holocaust" becomes a 
side show for what amounts to a 
racial pep rally. 
Muhammad is effective at artic-
ulating the tragicomedy of Black 
existence. He is effective at appeal-
ing 10 Black youth. His effect ive-
ness ends there. Often introduced as 
1he man the enemy (presumably 
White people) docs not wa111 us 10 
hear, Muhammad is supposedly 
legitimized by the statement that 
White people arc scared of him. 
Since when do White people pre-
sent lhe litmus test for our leaders? 
people "watermelon-eating" or 
"big-lipped" correcl? Is it different 
for us because we are Black? 
Muhammad attacks Jews because 
they wi ll not let America forget the 
Jewish Holocaust, then he makes 
empty comparisons between our 
Holocaust and theirs. 
Fimly. the blame for us not por• 
traying the horror or our American 
existence is ours alone. The Jews 
are right to constantly display their 
Holocaust and we are wrong to not 
let the world know about ours. Sec-
ondly, a comparison between the 
two is a vague exercise in irrele-
vance. So what if our Holocaust 
was more horrific than lheirs. Docs 
this fact change anything? Demean-
ing the Jewish Holocaust in no way 
aids our continued struggle. 
records department and checked 
for a doctorate using both his cur-
rent name and his original name. 
Haro ld Moore Vann. I was 
informed that the university has 
never awarded a doctorate degree to 
anyone with either of the two names 
or a combination of them. I also 
checked the dissertation abstracts, 
which lists dissertations given out 
for all universities since 1982. I 
checked all combinat ions of 
Muhammad's names foradisserta• 
tion and found no such animal. To 
validate my search, I checked for 
Leonard Jeffries and Tony Martin 
and found both. While I will be the 
last to say that this decisively proves 
that Muhammad is not a doctor of 
psychology. it certainly raises some 
important questions. 
,R 
• ~ little administmti~e - Many of u, tulk about wanting to ,oluntcer and do our part in our 
communit), but somehow time 
slips away and ,,c make excuses 
and never actually do our part. Just 
remember. you will probably never 
haw more time or energy in your 
life to pitch in and work with kids 
who really need you, than n gh\ 
now, while you are at Howard. 
Shabazz has risen on the young 
militant scene through fiery 
rhetoric and emotionally charged 
speeches. A gi fted orator. his 
impressive , peaking ability often 
hides a lack of substance. Lalely, his 
events have veered toward the 
superficial - from advertisement 
to the programs themselves. Chris-
tening himself with the Litle "stu-
dent warrior,'' he laced the ad for 
Unity Nation's last event with bom-
bastic slogans and titles. As a result. 
the adverti sement for the event 
appeared to be more I ikely for a 
boxing match or NFL all-star game 
than any real intellectual eve111. 
Hi ~ illogical ramblings often 
reveal the shakiness of his argu-
ments. He attacks the Jews for their 
amoral practices in the Black com-
munity (a very legitimate critique). 
however, he totally destroys his 
argument by engaging in ' ' the 
dozens.'' Instead of sticking 10 the 
issues he invokes stereotypes and 
calls them "bagel-eat ing·• and 
"hook-nosed." Do rac ist Jews 
exploit Blacks because they have 
hook noses? Docs their affinity for 
bagels make them racist? 
Muhammad ·s venom is often 
misdirected. He has called Nelson 
Mandela South Africa's Jesse Jack-
son. His well publicized view of 
Jackson. shows this to be a state• 
mcnt that reveals 1he knee-jerk. 
reactionary• nature of his politics. 
Here is a man who led an armed 
resistance movement , spent 27 
years in prison and rejected numer-
ous compromises to be freed being 
called a bootlicker by a man who 
has never been involved in any 
known armed s1ruggle. At worst, 
Muhammad's statemoots are crim-
inal. At best. they are laughable. 
Simply put, the statements 
Muhammad and Shabazz are mak-
ing are shaky at best. To coin a 
phrase. they generate a whole lot of 
heat but very liitle light. Their pre-
sentations tend to be Eurocentric in 
that their whole appeal is based on 
demeaning White people. If 
Muhammad and Shabazz ever 
expect to be rnken seriously, they 
must abandon the comedy-laced, 
"Martin and Shcnanay'' quasi-his-
tory they currently espouse and 
provide authentic and usefu l infor-
mation about the Black experience. 
would remain in the 
0 
r 1bc end of the summer. 
one of my ducks, 
st:intly talked about 
le and slashing peo-
A parental conference 
a baby sitter wa~ kttp-
\\atch horror movies 
who proclaimed, "I 
aerospace engineer!" 
become the camp 
anes and SJ)3CC shut• 
You don't have to go far to find 
some young Black minds to mold 
to mentor and to influence -1 
they're right outside our door. 
He invited Shaharazad Ali who 
gained fame and untold profiL~ by 
e ndorsing the abuse of Black 
women. Her unresearched book. 
Not only are these statements 
bigoted. but they have nothing to do 
wilh the argument. More impor-
tantly, are those who call Black he hud been reading 
lward sells-out to Jewish Community 
lo11n 
once again we of 1he Howard Univer-
:iunity ha,'C decided to play ourselves 
JlCh of two-bi t prostitutes. Unfortu• 
,have cast oum:lves as willing partners 
~ pt to ally this university with the 
Israel. 
,;e who arc not aware, Israel is a state 
tence was brought about in much the 
t\ that of America in thnt it " as crc-
1h the forcelul seizure (or theft if you 
llld belonging to another group of peo• 
:ourse, this colonization was not met 
t1istance, and 10 this day (despi te talk 
tcords) the indigenous people of that 
leld under an oppressive regime. Israel 
'Jsame nation that just a few years ago 
•the request of the world's non-White 
ll. to end its staunch economic and mil• 
~ of the similarly oppressive and 
"""1 apartheid government of South 
~ fact, Israeli companies control a 
marked amount of the mineral wealth of this 
stolen part of our Motherland. 
Given tl1is past. why do they now wish to 
develop tl1is "friendly" litLlc relationship with us, 
the children of Africa. These people have not 
only helped others 10 brutali ze and kill our very 
own brothers, sisters. sons and daughters but 
those of other people as well . and lhey have yet 
to recognize. apologi1e or atone for their actions. 
It appears 10 be just another example or the sup-
porters of White supremacy want ing to talk 
peace without first talking justice. 
The fuels seem abundantly clear. But why arc 
we going for it? Why are our "leade1'1i" putting 
forth such a fervent effort to hold hands wi1h a 
group of known oppressors when we have not 
yet learned to hold hands with one another? 
Should not our hands be reached out to our own 
ai ling communi ty and to the many troubled 
nations of our Motherland and the diaspora 
before they are extended to those who, histori-
cally, have played a pivotal role in causing much 
of the pain endured by the non-White people of 
this world? What is it about the Jewish (Israel's) 
community 1ha1 has certain student leaders and 
administrators of this university so eager to 
suck-up to them despite what they have done to 
us? 
Oh yeah, I forgot, the prostitution factor. 
Ycu see, because the activity is morally unac-
ceptable. when a prostitute swings an episode (to 
borrow a phrase from Brother L.L.) he or she 
uses deceptive terms and actions to disgui se 
what i., really occurring, which is the exchange 
or selling-out of the entire body for material gain . 
Translation: If those who run this university are 
kneeling to the massive and well-known eco-
nomic prowess of the Jewish community. the 
least they could do is admit that as far as they 
are concerned, the almighty dollar is more pre-
cious to Howard than its dignity. 
The writer is a third-year medical s111de111. 
The most disturbing thing about 
Muhammad (who is often called 
doctor) is the matter or his doctor-
ate degree or possible lack thereof. 
While Emerge reports that 
Muhammad will not say where he 
did his graduate work. I have seen 
a short biography from when he 
visited Howard in 1992 that lists 
him as receiving a doctoral degree 
in psychology from Harvard Uni -
versi1y. I called Harvard's alumni 
Khalid Muhammad and Malik 
Shabau have every right to be 
angry. as do all Black people. The 
question is: docs allowing your 
actions 10 be ruled by that anger 
move the struggle forward? Or docs 
il hinder u~ by not allowing Black 
people to see straight and think 
rationally? 
The writer is a sophomore major-
ing in histor): 
The HILLTOP is interested in 
the opinions of our readership 
on a wide array of topics and 
ideas. Please feel encouraged to 
submit personal commentaries 
to our office in Room P-14 of 
Howard Towers West. Any 
inquries should be directed to 
Paul Arnold at 806-6866 
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PRAISE YE THE LORD! 
::.&~~uualfad~/~~~-- ,, 
~a,bn, /3{) 
The 
Howard Uniuersity 
Community Choir 
proudly presents 
A 
Thanksgiving Gospel 
Concert 
Sunday,Nouermber20, 1994 
5:00 P.M. 
Rndrew Rankin Memorial Chapel 
Howard Uniuersity 
Washington, D.C. 
Admission is Free 
Jesus Paid It All 
'Zl' 2028087398 FACULTY SE!'ATE 
Faculty__ 
Race, J.Q. and 
entForum 
'Icy: The Bell Curve 
MONDAY 
NOVEMBER 2 
10 AM to 5 
Howard University 
Blackburn Center 
Student Teach-In and Press Conference 
1 O:OOam - 11 :OOam 
. , Sponsored by the' Political Sci~nce Honor Society 
· Faculty Forum 
' 
Genetics and Biodeterminism 
. 11:00am · 12:30pm 
• 
. . 
· Psychometrics and the Environment 
I :30pm - 3:00pm 
Public Policy aJd Public Responsibility 
3:30pm • 5:00pna 
Sponsored by the Faculty Senate 
For more information , Call so6_ 7 595 
THE GRADUATE ·STUDENT ASSEMBLY 
and 
HOW ARD UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK 
Student Council 
I 
Present 
SERVANT-LEADERSHIP 
I 
. ··LECTURE SERl'ES II 
featuring 
DR. JANICE HUTCHINSO~ 
• 
Administrator 
Commission on Mental Hea!Jh Services, Child/Youth Services Administratiot 
(ecturi11g 011: 
PEDIATRIC AIDS 
and 
INCARCERATION AND YOUTl 
Monday, November 21, 1994 
Howard University 
Blackburn Center, Room 148-50 
6:30 p.m. 
Free Admission Light Refreshrr~ 
DWIGHT DAVID EISENHOWER 
TRANSPORTATION FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM 
How ARD UNIVERSITY 
UNDERGRADUATE AND GRADUATE FELLOWSHIPS 
WHO MAY APPLY 
FULL-TIME 
• JUNIORS 
• SENIORS 
• MASTERS 
CRITERIA 
Include GPA and career 
development plans 
TUITION AND FEES 
Full tuition, fees and stipend will 
be paid for studen ts with a trans-
portation-related major or minor 
and an interest in pursuing a 
transportation-rela ted career. 
FOR INFORMATION 
Dr. Errol C. Noel 
(202) 806-6668 
FIELDS OF STUD1 
LA~ 
BUSINES! 
ECONOMIC! 
PSYCHOL0GI 
ENGINEERING 
MATHEMATICS 
ARCHITECTURE 
POLITICAL SCIENC; 
COMPUTER SCIENCt 
PERIOD COVERED 
One full academic year 
starting in the Fall 1995 
Surnrn"'lr excluded 
FOR APPLICATION 
Room 1026, L.K. Downing Hall 
Dept. of Civil Engineering 
APPLICATION DEADLINE 
December 30, 1994 
,rmber 18, 1994 THE HILLTOP B7 
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Se11ioi· Photos 1,vill be All gelltle11ie11 11111st 
taken for the last tilne 
Nove111ber 21st in the 1-vear a shirt and tie. 
Music Listening .Roonz 
·, the Blackburn Cente 
. e/6ll:book 
1'he cla11utge is still 
C'o,ne to tlte Bison 
0,fjice in Blackburn. 
to sigll up. {f'you hal'B-· 
quesrious. please call 
202.806. 7870 
CITY COIFFURE 
HAIR SALON 
••••••••••••••• Every Day Specials 
(1.0. Required) 
Relaxers 
Dudley's Professional (touch-up) 
Affirm Coinclitioning (touch-up) 
(includes shampoo-and-curl) 
Conditioning Treatments 
Dudley's Professional Conditioning 'Ireatments 
Affirm 5 in 1 Reconstruction and 
Super Reconstruction treatments 
$20.00 
$30.00 
$7.00 
$7.00 
Haircuts 
Haircuts for women 
Haircut for men 
$7.00 - $15.00 
$10.00 
Facials 
Shampoo, Blow-Dry, Curl 
$15.00 
$15.00 
Our staff are experts in Braiding, Haircoloring, 
Waxing and Weaving 
Yes, We do Men's Hair Too! 
1008 N. Street N.W. #2 
Washington, D.C. 20001 
W~[~□~§ ~ ~ (E WlE[«:@M[EcdJ 
call 842-1 130 
-
' 
Sandw-ich Shop 
116 Rhode Island Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20001 
Call: (202) 328-1106 
(202) 328-1205 
Fax: (202) 328-0048 
Cheese Steaks . ..... Hoagies ...... and More! 
*Free Delivery!* 
($6 minimum purchase) 
Howard University 
Howard University Hospital 
Washington Hospital Center 
(Downtown Washington - $25 minimum) 
Store Hours: 
Monday - Thursday: 10:30am - 9:00pm 
Friday - Saturday: 10:30am - 12:00am 
Delivery Hours: 
11 :30am - 2:30pm (and) 5:30pm - close 
** *We Also cater*** Business Luncheons & Office Parties!!! 
r------••••·•••····--------------•···•·•••, 
• • I WING IT i 
• • 
: AND WE' LL BRING IT! : 
• • 
~---······--------------------- ---------~ 
1210 U Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. ~ 
For Fast, Free Delivery Call 
(202) 332-0518 
(202) 332-0519 
MON-SAT 10:30 A.M. • MIDNIGHT 
A. LUNCHEON 
SPECIAL SPECIAL SPECIAL SPECIAL 
fLV.,,ORl DWI HGS llRVl D .,✓,TH <llllRY 
""DOUR l lCTIH,UlfHIH, fAUCl 
1, 10 WINGS / FRIES/ SODA .................... ........ . $4,75 
2. 10 WINGS/ OR /SODA·-··· ............................... S.S 25 
3. IOWINGS / MOZZARELLA / SOOA ................... $5.95 
4. 10 WINCS/COLESLAW /FRIES/SOOA ........ $5.95 
S. lOWINCS I POTATO $ ALAO/ FRIES/ SODA $5.95 
I, 1S WlNGS IF~IES/SOOA .................... , . S6.2S 
7. I S WINGS/ NUON RI NGS I SODA ................ SG.75 
I. 15 WINGS / MOZZARELLA / SOOA .......•.•.• $795 
t. 15 WINGS / COLESLAW /FRIES/ SODA S7.50 
10. I SWINCS / POTATOSALAO/FRIES/SODA $7,SO 
8. TWOSOMES 
I . 30 WINGS/ FRIES/ SOD A .............................. S U9 
2. 30 WINCS J ONION RINCSISOOA .................. $1 1.9S 
3. 30 WINGS / MOZZARELLA /SOOA .................. $1395 
4. 30 WINGS / COLESLAW J FRIES/ SOOA ..•..•. Sll.99 
S. 30 WINGS / POTATO SALAD / FRIES/ SODA SIi .ff 
BUFFALO STYLE WIMC:S 
SNACK ATTACK 
SMALL 
10 PIECES......................... . . S 3 25 
I S PIECES ........ •... ........... S 4 75 
M EDIUM 30 PIECES . ................. . f 9 .00 
LARGE 
X•LARGE 
SUPER OUPER 
4S PIECES ........ ........... . •. , . S14.00 
60 PIECES ............................... S18.00 
90 PIECES ..... ........................... $25.00 
FLAVORS 
PLAIN KETCHUP 
BUFFALO CAJUN 
MILO BAR•8,0UE 
MEDIUM HONEY MUSTARO 
HOT HICKORY SMOKE 
KO'S TERIYAKE 
SPICY TERI.QUE 
SUICIDE PARMESAN 
LEM ON & PEPPER 
PARMESAN & GARLIC 
HONEY 8 AR·B·OUE 
SPICY BAR•8,0UE 
HOT•HICK•SM OKE·OUE 
HICK·SMOKE•OUE 
HOT-HICK•SM OKE 
PARTY PLATER 
ftR.VlO WITH HIOC<OU / (AlllaOT / 
TO .... TOU / CllllRY / llfflH,UlfHIH, Ml/Cl 
SOL8$ ...... ............................................... $I .ts PER POUND 
75LBS .... ................................ __ $1.75 PER POUND 
100l8S ..................................................... $ 1.25 PER POUND 
OYER STUFFED SUBS 
flRvtD WITH CHOICl OF .... YO / MlTCHUP/ 
_..UITARD / ,OCMIU / OHIOHf I LlTIVCl/ 
TOMATOU / PROVOLOHl CHUH / (HIP.J 
o• WHOLE 
STEAK & CHEESE ...................... 0 • • •••• •••• SUS S.95 
STEAK $ M USHROOMS - ........................ $"2.95 S.~ 
STEAK I TOMA roes SAUCE ... .......... $2.95 S.9S 
C><ICKEN FILET SANDWICH ..... • •........ S2 IS • 
1/4L8 BURGER ... ........................ • ........ S2.2S • 
1/4L8 CHEESE BURGER ••• • ....... S2.SS • 
DOUBLE HAMBURGER ............................ $3.25 • 
DOUBLE CHEESEBURGER ···---$3.25 • 
CHEESEBURGER SUB .................... ........ $2.95 5.99 
HAMBURGER SUB .................................. S2.9S S.75 
TURKEV sue ....... -----··· $"2.95 cus 
HAM f, CHEESE SUB ............................ -. $2,9S 6.95 
BOLOONA SUB ............... ._ ..................... S2.9S 6..95 
ROA.Sf BEEF SUB .................................... $2.95 6.95 
PASTRAMI SUB ........................................ $2,95 6.95 
SAU.Ml SUB .. . ....................................... $2,95 6.95 
COMBO sue ............................................ $2.95 6.95 
SOUPS 
(SEASONAL) 
VEGETABLE SOUP ......................................... SI.SO 
CHICKEN NOODLE ................................................... Sl.75 
ITALIAM SPECIALS 
flRYlD WITH ML.AD llo IREAD 
SPAGHETTI WITH MEAT SAUCE ........................... SS.25 
SPAGttETII WITH MARINARA SAUCE ......... .......... $S.2S 
SPAGHETTI WITH VEGETABLE .................... , ......... SS,25 
LAZAONA WllH t.1EAT SAUCE ............................... SS.75 
CHICKEN PARM AOANA WITH SPAGHETTI .. _ .. , .... $5.95 
BEVERAGES 
ORANGE JUICE ........ ........................... _ ............. _. Sl.2S 
APPI.E JUICE ................................. ......................... Sl.25 
SODAS ............................................ -..................... S .75 
Coke Oiot Coke Sptlle Rool Be« 
Cr-a,pe Orange Ginger-Ale Punch 
MYSTIC SPARKLING JUICE ..................................... $1,25 
Grape Kiwi Str11W'berfy 
Canlbean Punch Kiwi Ume 
M•noo Rupberry 
Boyt«ibmy Cheny 
Ltmo~ Umeade 
DESSERTS 
SWEET POTATO PIE ............................................... $1.75 
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Ice-T takes creative control -with 'Born Dead' 
Body Count unscarred by controversial 'Cop Killer' album 
me go''' I owe you three more the Mreet and they be like. 'Yo.I 
BY. Miguel R. Burke II 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
lce-T and Body Count ove rcome past co ntrovers ies to re lease la test a lbum, Born Dead. 
to leave the Time Warner label, the Musician, producer, actor and come down on them, so I moved." 
metal group has reemerged author lce-T said pressure from the Both parties agreed that the best 
unscathed with their second album, outside was a factor in the move would be to release both 
'Born Dead.' separation from Time/Warner. 0ody Count and lce-T from their 
Life goes on for Ice-T's band Body '1lle new album is a record that " I had a good relationship with contracts. 
count. was made 10 be an addition to the Warner Brothers. They gave me a "When I tried 10 drop the Home 
AfterOodyCount's 1992 rele1se first record 'Cop Killer'," Ice-T lot of love and helped me ouiand I Invasion record, they were 
of 'Cop Killer,' the group gained said. "My attempt was not 10 had a cool record deal there. Out it extremely afraid. They were like 
national notoriety. Whife the remake any of those songs (from was just the climate that the police 'Come on Ice. damn. Are we going 
controversy over the suggestive 'Cop Killer.') What I try 10 do 1s say, and the special interest groups were to go back there again?"' Ice:r said. 
records, but! can run my own label. Right 0~ with, ~h.at o~x c-. 
Let me p.ct a re lease. No hard man, you re takm 11 ba£k, he~ 
feelings.' he continued. ''Maybe I "That means a lot me. 
am a little 100 radical at this po!nt B~y _Count ~as five mellll 
for this and they were cool with - gu11anMs Ernie C and D-t. 
me." ' bassist Mooseman. drulllll 
. N~w with a recording contr-.t~t Beat master V and the ren°"_ Q• 
with Virgin Records, Body Count s T. 
style remains the same. despite the Last ~k. the group was m1-1 
label switch. perfqrmmg at the 9:30 Club., 
Ice-Ts rap lyrics combined with was JUSt the first stop on the "ill 
the metal/rock band sound - Dead Tour." Other layovers inc>,. 
societal frustration releasing. ear Baltimore. New York, Provi~ 
scratching, organized noise with an Los Angcl~s an~ Sa~ Francna. 
outlaw attitude - will p lace a At this po1.nt, Bo~n De( 
brand on the minds of fans. released Sept. 5.1s not domgai~ 
While lce-T is not concerned as the last album. 
with the media's viewpoint on his "I think it's a decent albulll.1 
group, he hopes the Black audience far as th_e way the fCC!l!"1 is~ 
1s more receptive. the Unned States. 11 s not d:, 
"I'm not really concerned with like the la~t record," he said. 
media or video or radio because I lce-T~a1dpartofthehypebeh 
think music is something that you 'Cop. Killer was the fact !hi 
just do," lce-T said. "But I would was m a. rock band, and po. 
like for more Black people to come were curious. However, thud 
see me because I'm Black. I think not bother lce-T too much. Ht1 
that's something that will happen he feels comfonable in kno,, 
one day, but first off, Black people he ha, become established 11 
gotta understand that rock is Black. un~ergrou!Jd artist. . 
Tts our music." ·1 admire groups hkc Cami 
lee added that he is noticing rap Corpse and Obituary, and ti: 
groups like Onyx moving toward guys sell 38.000 records: 
ihe heavy metal sound, and that is admitted. "I'm happy 1a 
helping raise its popularity among underground. Now we re bad 
Olack people. where we should be." 
"I run into a lot of brothers on lyricsoftheirtitletrack forced them 'What didn't we talk about?'"~ able to create, They were going to "I was like, 'Why don't you let 
'Young lion' blends Latin beats '~isillusi?n' sheds 
•th t d•t• l . d light on life of WI ra I Iona Jazz soun s African Americans 
B)I Arnesa Howell 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
The marriage between African-
American jazz rhythms and Latin 
beats pros~red in the I 940's with 
the help of late jazz trumpeteer, 
Dizzy Gillespie. 
Now, the saucy sounds and 
smooth, mellow beats of Afro-
Cuban jazz live on in the music of 
26-year-old David Sanchez, a 
"young lion" trained by Gillespie. 
"1 learned so much musically 
working with him. It was 24 hour 
non-stop harmonies:• Sanchez said. 
"He would sit me down at the 
piano, because the best way to see 
the music spectrum is on the 
piaoo." 
Born in Hato Rey, Puerto Rico, 
Sanchez started playing the conga 
drum at the age of eight and picked 
up the saxopnonc at age 12. 
Sanchez's adorauon for jazz 
intensified when his sister brought 
home Miles Davis' "Basic Miles" 
and Billie Holiday's "Lady in 
Satin." 
"I had been playing percussion 
and when I turned 15;1 decided to 
focus on the sax because the first 
time I heard jazz it knocked me 
out," the artist said. 
Signed with Columbia Records, 
Sanchez recently released his latest 
album ent itled "1ne Departure." 
The saxophonist approximated 
selling between 17 thousand and 18 
thousand albums to date. 
"Whatever happens, happens. 
I'm just focused on making music," 
he admitted, "But if the a lbum 
doesn't do well , I' II just keep on 
moving 10 the second." 
Sanchez tuned his musical 
talents first under the tutelage of 
Gillespie in 1991. Gillespie hired 
the then 21-year-old musician after 
a recommendation from Brazilian 
trumpeter Claudio Roditi. 
"Once I confirmed that I would 
be playing with one of the most 
important characters of the century, 
I was thrilled. He [Dizzy] had never 
even heard me play," he said. 
Although he only p,:rformed 
with Gillespie and the Grammy-
award winning Un ited Nation 
Orchestra for I I months, Sanchez 
said he cultivated every moment 
spent with his mentor. 
"Stylistically. my focus and solid 
development was learned by 
checkin~ Dizzy out whenever he 
played; Sanchez said. "Because 
once his horn was put in his mouth, 
he was completely focused. He 
might have been humorous before. 
But when he started playing, he 
was a completely different rerson." 
A long with his band, Slide 
Hampton & the JazzMasters, 
Sanchez has continued the "world 
beat fusion" with cuts such as the 
smooth ballad "Ebon.Y,'' to the 
pulsating_ beats of · Cara De 
Payaso" (Face of the Clown). 
He said his diverse sounds are 
influenced by multicultural 
Brooklyn, his home, and the 
country he lives in, 
"'The l\\'OCultures have one thing 
in common - their roots, Africa is 
the link between the whole thing.'' 
he said. "Music is our own 
experience. We have the same 
roots." 
Toking on the humble demeanor 
reflected by Gillespie, Sanchez can 
be his hardest critic, 
"I don't like to hear myself 
because as soon as I do. I have 
another perspective," he said. 
Sanchez 1s taking the rhythmic 
concepts from the Afro-Caribbean 
tradition and traditional jazz 
harmonies to Europe. where stops 
include Spain. Italy, England and 
France. 
He doesn't think his next a lbum's 
style will deviate from the s tyle of 
"The Departure." 
"'As tor the ideas I have for the 
next one,'' he said, "the Afro. 
Caribbean, Afro-American 
tradition will continue." Puerto Rican-born s axophonist David S a nchez was one of the 
las t proteges of Jazz trumpet playe r Dizzy GIiies p ie. 
Clayton Leboeuf (John} trying to prevent Ron Tucker (F 
from punching his African brother Aklndele Akinda ( 
Olanly l Areke's fllm "Disillusion". 
BY. Awanya D. Ang lin 
Hilltop Staff Wnter 
Olaniyi Areke\ independent 
film, "Disillusion," follows the path 
of a young African man who is 
chastised by the American 
educational school system lx.-cau,e 
of his ethnic background. 
The Howard Uni,crs1ty alumna 
hope, his film will teach the 
viewing audience an important 
lesson. 
"It is imponant for African, and 
African Americans 10 ha,e feelings 
of brother and sisterhood," Arel<e 
said. '1lley muM ,~-.: each other a, 
one perwn regardle,, of where 
they arc from." 
The film, which recently played 
at the Biograph Theater in 
Northeast for a week. a lso had a 
screening held in the School of 
011,inc,s Auditorium. 
Joe Selmon. a.s,ociatc professor 
fo1 the Department of Theatre Arts. 
said ''Disillusion" wa, well-
receiv.:d by the audience. 
"I'm very glad that wc could 
show this kind of film. There is a 
lot of positive ideal\ and images 
thnt we need to be fostering here," 
Sci mon said. 
Areke's "Disillusion," which is 
set m Washington. D.C., explores 
the intimate relation,hip between 
Segun (Akindcle Akinde) 
Debbie (Kim Little). The 
morals clash when Segun 
he docs not believe in 1i,1n 
a woman before marriage 
Segun·, problems a~, 
into the Afncan-Amcrican 111)1' 
life continues when he d«idlil 
n:jcct his African heritage m 
of fitting in. 
"Ttfr (nvernge] A 
American do.:, not w 01 
identified w 1th \fnca," 
Brown, a JUnior majoring II 
health. said. 
During the coursc of the 
one who 1, familiar with H 
campus might hn\e a ch~ 
two when he s..-e, the !11, 
John,011 Admini,tration B. 
the School of Communi< 
the Carnegie Building di 
Punch Out. located in the 
of the Armour J. Blacl..burn 
Although p,:rtormers m 
scene, appeared to be re 
lines while others tried a Ii 
hard to ,peak the correct 
the message ,, a., still po 
''Disillusion" pre<ents a 
understanding of the p 
African, and African A 
face in Amcricn toda)'. 
Howard University College of Fine Arts, Office of the Dean and the Department of Theatre Arts pres 
Howard University Dance Ensembk 1994 Fall Concert 
LEGACY OF A PEOPLE: ANCESTORS PASSING ON THE TORCH 
Ira A/,dru/ge Theatre 
Georgia Avenue and Fairmont Street, NW 
November 18 and 19 7:30p.m. 
GeneralAdrnission: $10 
St11dents (with ID): $7 
For ticka infonnation call: Dr. Milkr (202) 806-7040 
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A ffANKSGIVJNG 
REGGAE 
EXTRAVAGANZA 
SAT.NOV.26 
....... 10,s20.oo 
~~OT$15.00 
IC~IOOAM 
12 MIONIOHT UNTIL 
ro. l "frOIUIA n<).'i (AL,1,. (202) 424-6977 
, The higher the stakes 
:the greater the rewards. 
Career challenges doll1 come mucll l),gger 0< more satisfying than those you"I find at IDS. We're an lndustry~eading hnanclal 
> HMCeS company that owns and manages more than S 100 billion In assets and well over 2 min= cllonl accounts. A member 
d. Ille Amancan Express lamdy or oompanles, IDS has enjoyed extraordinary growth and hnanaal success We have a century 
old IIaCl< record ot p,OVld,ng talented, results-onented ~la w,th the resources and sul)l)On needed 10 ensure our clients 
receMI the hnest service and mos1 ,nnovatNe hnancial products available anywhere. 
~ 
s 
s 
11 
t 
0 
s 
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;. 
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e 
11 
w, olfor rev.ard ng oppottuM,es tor p,olessiOnal growth and acoomplishmonl 10 new graduates in aocountlng, business 
ldmlnl1lratlon, finance, malhematlcs/&ctuarlal science, marketing, and MIS 
DEAL YOUR CAREER A WINNING HANO. Contacl the Placement Off,ce loday 10 schedule en lnteMOW Wilh an IDS 
repra ,tatrve 
On Campus lntorvlows November 18 and 19. 
U unable to meet with us, send your resume 10: IDS FINANCIAL SERVICES, IDS Tower 10, Depl HU, 
~•,nneapohs MN 65440 
])IJ~ 
ITIONS 
The Performance 
'Experience of a Lifetime! 
lls!erl to the Cl'O\l,ds ... bear the dtunderous applause. You 
Dlll')W're 11ilere )00 11'2111 to be ... and Busch Gardens in 
tillbmsbwg. \'irgjnl,. ls ready 10 make i1 all come uue. 
'i:i 001er pure can offer iw a~ like Ibis: cigh1 high 
perfomwice mainsuge sh011~; a umiendous assonmen1 of 
~ en1Crt2inmell~ a dedicued Still' dl31 cares aboul de-
l!lqq )OOf !2100~ plus FREI! c:hSleS in 1'0ice 3Jld dr:una 
111-dl :.s FREE 2CC1?SS to Busch ~ Williamsburg and 
ll!r~ parl< ~ Coun11y 1.6A. There ls also a new 
l!lOr1S medicine program, a \Wlcty d e:xcelloo1 emplo)~ ac-
lliles, and housing roonlln2doo to help m:ike iour stl)' more 
.,-able. 
ll(n dwt 250 posidons :tte now Mlbble !or: 
• Singers, Dancers, InstrumentlllslS, Actors, 
Variety Artists 
I Technicians (strge ~ audio engineers, 
l!gl11i113 and loU01NpOI operal0r5, 211d 11"JJ'drobe 
~ >Mih 5e\ling experience) 
bJOd exdlingl 11 Isl Pbn oo stu1ing ioor e:xperiroce of a 
lillime III Busdl GardenYWU)i2msb Audidons '95 and 
bq us )OOf best 1 Ill mlnule performancel We 11ill be 
CIIIWa!ng local audidoos In: 
Williamsburg, Virginia 
Salurday, December 10th 
11 :00am-5:00pm 
Busch Gardens 
Williamsburg-Haslings Theatre 
One Busch Gardens Boulevard 
u cll®l, ioo can begin 11orldilg 11-rekmm from February 
du'Ough April '95 3Jld fuil.lime from May lbrougll October '95. 
If unable 10 :aamd lhe loc:il :wdldoos, send us a video 
along 11idt ioor resume and photo io: Auditions, r/o 
Busch Gardens Eniertalnmen~ One Busch Ganlens 
Boull:\'ltl'd, Wllliamsburg, VA 23187-8785. For more 
infonnadon, call (800) 253.3302. &l.ldi G2rdms ls 3J1 
~ opportunity emplO')'CI'. 
BUSCH 
GARDENS. 
WILLIAMSBURG. VA. 
Nothing is 
inconceivable. 
DUE WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 2JRD 
AT A THEATRE NEAR You. 
810 
U Scores 
Foo1ball 
oward 14. Morgan Srnte 17 
Volleyball 
ow:ird def. UMES . 
oward def. Morgan State 
Howard def. FAMU 
College Football Scores 
Virg_inia 46, Maryland 21 
Florida 48, Sou Iii Carolina 17 
Florida S1a1e 23, '-101re Dame I 
Boston College 31, Syracuse 
Southern Cal 45, Arizona 28 
FAMU 13 Grambling 0 
Delaware State 28. Roode lslan 
_6 
P Top s College Footbal 
>an1s 
I. Nebraska 11-0-
Penn St. 9-0-0 
Auburn 9-0-1 
Florid:1 8-1-0 
Alabama I 0-0-
ootball 
The Prairie Viev. A&. 
University Foo1ball 1eam set 
i vision I-AA record of 4 
'onsccutive losses as they fell t 
ackson Slate 52-7 last weekend 
he Panthers have not won · 
ame since Oct. 28, 1989. 
be two hieh schools schedule 
o play ' for the D.C 
nterscholastic Athleti 
ssociation's ~hampionship till 
n Thanhgi ving Day this year i. 
nacostia and H.D. Woodson. 
Dallas Cowboys wide receive 
1ichael Irvin as well a, fou 
>ther players and a coach we 
med a total of $43,000 bY. th 
'FL for their mies in a fight i 
ast Monday·, Cowbo>·s-Giant 
ame. Dallas defensive bac 
ames Washington was fine 
I 0.000. 'Two Gian ls dcfensi v 
acks Jarvis Williams and Jess 
an!J>bell were fined S8.000 eac 
for h ~htiag. 
Louaon County (Va.) Judg 
homas D. Horns ruled las 
1csday 1ha1 Wasbingto 
edskins players are protect.: 
y Virginia's right-to-work la 
nd can not be compelloo to pa> 
nion dues. 
Michiirnn S1a1e's football Coac 
corgc' Perks said 1ha1 he wil 
finisn otf this season .ts hca 
·oach, bu1 will not return nex 
car. 
Gcomia Tech foo1ball coach Bil 
ewis's1cpped dov. n last Monda 
d the school named defensh 
·oordinator George O'Leary ll! 
cling coach for lhe rest of the 
·eason. 
a~ketball 
Jamal Ma,hburn, a forward wit! 
he Dallas Mavericks. ,cored 
1cam record 50 pnin1s in th 
avcrick.s lhrillinl! ovcrlime "'i 
vcr the Chicago Bulls. 
Dennis Rodman, a forward Wit 
he San A111onio Spllrs, hib take 
1 paid leave of absence for a 
ndc1c1111incd period of time. 
:J'he Miami Heal traded guar 
tevc Smi1h. forward Grant Lon 
md a second round 1995 dra 
ick for forward-center Kevi 
'illh and ,1 tir,1 mund 1995 draf1 
ick. 
USC men\ basketball Ilea 
oach George Raveling checke 
ul of the ho,pi1al la.~1 Tuesday 
ftcr a six week stay following · 
ar cra,h. 
Former L.A. Lakers cen1e 
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar an 
·urrcnl USC women's basketbal 
cad Coach Cheryl Miller ar 
op candida1cs 10 be induc1ed inl 
e Basl..e1ball Hall of Fame o 
ay 15. In order to oo ,elected 
nominee needs 18 votes fro 
he 24 member Honor 
'Ommittcc which votes i 
ebruar). 
Los Angeles Lakers slar forw· 
amcs -Worthy retired las 
hursday after 12 NBA seasons 
'orlhy ha, made seven All-Sta 
ppcarances and was named th 
,iVP of the NBA Finals in 1989 
·nnis 
Jennifer Capriat1 returned to th 
rofessional tennis arena at 1h 
irginia Slim, of Philadelr>hi 
a,i"\Vednesday. Capriati, 18, ha 
not played in the women's pr 
our since her I 993 U.S. Ope 
1rs1 round loss, which occUJTc 
fore she wa,\ arrested in Mayo 
rug possession charges. 
lLLTOP's Player of the Wee 
ubln Ruiz 
Ruiz, a sophomore punter on th 
ison loo1ball team has Jed th 
:AC for J J s1raigh1 weeks i1 
· verage y:trds per punt al 41.4. 
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Men's, w orn.en's cross 
country team place high 
asketball teams 
expect to conten 
BY, Kisha Riggins 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
The Howard Universily Men's and Women's Cross 
Country learns, under harsh wea1her conditions, 
l)Crformed well al the Mid-Eas1ern Athletic Conference 
Championships in Greensboro, North Carolina. The 
women's team placed second behind Coppin State as 
the men's 1eam finished 1hird behind University of 
Mar)'land Eastern Shore and Coppin State. 
Going into the championships, both teams were 
confident thal they would perform well. 
"(The men's team) was confident that 1hey would 
win the MEAC because for the past couple of years, 
Coppin S1a1e had won 1he MEAC. We beat Coppm 
earlier in the season at the Leesburg Invilational," 
sophomore men's 1eam runner Yameen Ches1nu1 said. 
According 10 sophomore men's team runner Joe 
Lee, the Bison did no1 place as well as 1hey expec1ed 
because 1eamma1e Desmond Dunham compe1ed while 
ill. 
"Desmond had bronchi1is. but he wanted 10 run. I 
1hink a major reason wh)' we did not finish tirs1 was 
because Desmond, one of our bcsl runners, could 1101 
perform as well as he usually does," Lee said. 
Weather conditions al the park posed problems for 
Bison runners. 
"Nol 10 make excuses. bul ii was cold. raining hard and 
the wind was blowing. We weren't used to running in 
1hose condi1ions; so of course, it affec1ed us." Ches1nu1 
said. 
Bison Head Cross-Country Coach William Moultrie 
believes the the men's 1cam placed second because 1hey 
did not perform 10 1heir full ability. 
"Realis1ically we did 1101 gel 1he top performance 
from the 1op five runners. The whole conference is 
1ough and the whole men's 1eam would have 10 perform 
extremely well to win." Moultrie said. 
The men's team of 1he Universi1y of Maryland 
Eastern Shore garnered tirs1 place as Coppin S1a1e 100k 
1hird place. 
The Bison women's team placed second behind 
CopJ?in S1a1e's 1eam. which won the championships the 
previous two years. 
Moultrie was proud 1he women's 1eam finished 
strongly. 
"They did an ou1Manding job considering tha1 ther!: 
are three freshmen and 1wo sophomores on the 1eam, 
Moultrie said. 
Moultrie wenl on to boast 1ha1 the women's team 
played as a 1eam and grew the entire season. 
The wea1her conditions also 100k their toll on 1he 
women's 1eam, bul 1hey pulled 1oge1her and did their 
bes1 10 finish strong. 
"These young ladies worked well 1ogether and 
earned a 101 of confidence going up againsl 1he 
compe1i1ion of Coppin and 1he other MEAC 1eams." 
Moul1rie said. 
According 10 the Lee, cross country season is a basis 
for P,rei>aring for the lrack and field season. 
"Tliis cross country season really helped lhe team 
gel read)' for trnck and field. Not only did it condi1ion 
our bodies. i1 also prepared us mentally," Lee said. If 
we come in 10 1he 1rack and field season wi1h a 
contide111 altitude afler a successful cross countrr, 
season, 1hen we had a produc1ive cross coun1ry season. ' 
Bison lose fourth straight, 
last place in conference 
TI1e Bison then answered 
with a 13-play, 61 -yard drive 
1ha1 rcsullcd in n one yard 
touchdown by Ferguson. 
The Bison pass offense was 
limited to only 79-yards, with 
sophomore quarterback 
Antonio King completing 8-
of- 17 passes. 
Morgan's quarterback 
Michae l Moore 1hrew 1wo 
1ouchdown passes, a 15-yarder 
and 41-yarder. 10 wide receiver 
Don1e Caner. The last 
1ouchdown was scored with 
just under two minu1es lef1. 
increasing 1he Bears· lead to 
1hree. 
The Bison had one last 
chance 10 win the game as the 
offense 100k 1he field af1er 
Bison rushing attack gains yardage against Morgan State defense wide receiver James 'The Jct'' 
Cunningham re1urncd the final 
BY. Kisha Riggins 
HIiitop Staff Writer 
Very few cxpec1ed the Bison to 
fall, 17-14. to 1he Morgan State 
Bears (2-8) . Bui afler failing 10 
score a 1ouchdown in 1he las1 1wo 
minu1es of the game, yet ano1her 
Bison loss seemed inevirnble. 
Morgan came from a 14-3 deficit 
in 1he fourth quar1er to score 1wo 
1ouchdowns and hold the Bison 
offense scoreless in 1he final 
minu1es 10 secure their third win of 
the season. 
With this loss, the Bison fall to 
las1 place in 1he Mid-Eas1ern 
Athletic Conference and 1ie for las1 
place at the end of 1he season, al 
best. This s1anding is a far cry from 
las1 year's undefea1ed regu lar 
season record, when 1he Bison 
captured firs! place in the MEAC 
and were named Black College 
National Ctrampions. 
"We did nol do a good job UP. 
front offensively, and we didn t 
make the big plays that we need 10 
make 10 win a game," Head Bison 
Coach Sieve Wilson said. kickoff to 36-yard line. 
The Bears (now 3-8) held the During the final series, a Bears' 
Bison offense, which previously 15-yard penalty put lhe Bison on 
earned over 700 offensive yards the Morgan 48-yard line. King lhen 
durinl, 1he last two games, 10 188 found freshman Lighl end Ronnie 
offens, ve yards. Barnes on a 14-yard pass. 
Bison running back Rhadi Afler ao incomplete pass, King 
Ferguson scored the on ly 1wo was 1hen sacked for an I I-yard loss 
1oucltdowns in the game. He scored by Delwyn Garnell. On fourth 
1he team's second touchdown by down. Garnett ran s1raigh1 up the 
running 40-yards along the sideline. middle and sacked King agam for 
placing the Bison up 14-3. a 12-yard loss,sealingtticgame for 
"When Rhadi scored 1ha1 second the Bears. 
touchdown, I 1hough1 1ha1 1he "We were 1101 able 10 come 
offense was beginnmg to roll." through when we needed 10. Al 1ha1 
pumer Rubin Ru11. said. time, we needed lhe offense and 
Ferguson. who ended 1he game defense 10 s1cp up and take control," 
with 11 rushes and 59-yards, Wilson said. 
s1epped up afler s1ar1ing running Tomorrow, 1he Bison host the 
back Andre Owens saw lit1le MEAC second ranked Delaware 
playing 1ime because of a State Hornet~ for the final game of 
reoccurring injury. 1he season at I p.m. in Greene 
The first half was an offensive Stadium. The team will bid farewell 
shu1 oul as neither team could break 10 nine players and a special ring 
past 1he other's defensive wall. The presentation for las1 year's MEAC 
first score of the game came when champions and Black College 
Morgan kicker Shane Griffith National Champions will also take 
booled a field goal midway through place. 
1he 1hird quaner. 
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In lhe Annual Pre-Sea, .. n 
basletball pn:" conference held 
<kt. 14, both the women's and 
men\; le.nm head coaches \\t:re 
en1hu,ia,1ic abou1 1he ucx:onung 
,eason and e~pec1ed 1he1r younk 
players 10 be a de1crmining factor 
111 the succe,, of 1he 1.:ams. 
Lady Bison Head Coach Sanva 
'T}·lu explained 1ha1 h.:r 1eam. 
especi;illy 1he nC\\Comcrs, hal\'e 
,hown a 1,,1 of promise dunng 
prac1tces. 
",\hsha Hill, C,md,cc H}nc, 
and Enadc Hunter are new to the 
team and all of them will see 
,ii;niticam playing 1ime. Candice 
will ,tan at poiul guard and ,\li,ha 
and Eriade will play a lot of 
minu1es between the both ol 
them," 1ylcr ,aid. 
'TYier a l,o went on to c,plain 
1J1a1 the thl'l.'e returning \larters 
from last year. Denique Gra,cs. 
Leah 1\uner and Ti.mna Scoll v. 111 
be 1he ()layer; 10 wa1ch 
"Denique h a prc•~eason 
MF.AC Play<'r of the 'tear. Bmh 
Tia nnd Leah, playini, big guard 
and ,mall fon,ard, \\Ill open up 
the offense as well as lend the 
team," 'fyler said 
The L:idy Bison, pidcd in the 
pre,season lo pl:1ce second in the 
Mid-E;Lstern Athletic Confon:nc.:. 
ti nished off the seawn w11h an 
ov.:rnll record of 15-14 and 11-5 
in the MEAC, a, \\l'II a, runn.:1 
up in lite MEAC 1hurnamenl. 
The Lady Bi,on will O()<ln up 
the season against 1he Univer,;ily 
of M .Iry land. College Park, al 
Burr Gymnasium on Nov. 30 nl 6 
p.m. 
"We tried 10 pul tO!)Clher a 
schedule that was compe1ttive and 
will allow us to grow as a team " 
1yler ~aid. "This year's team ca'n 
not be mea5ured wilh last year·, 
leant. We will be competitive with 
a deep bench and will make fow 
mistakes:· 
SuppoRT THE HowARd LiNiVERSil)' FooTbAll TEAM 
duRiNG TOMORRow's SEASON fiNAlE 
l p.M. GREENE STAdilJM 
111e men·, basketball I 
new fl.:.,d Coadt !'.1ik<' ~le 
behcvc: that even th 1 
1s returning all 1\c tarl 
l,ts.t )!"ar, the\\ hole tc:un 
con,idered fre,hmen. 
"Wt! h.l\'C a new s\,tem 
)C3r, off.:n,ively and detensi 
All of 1hc iilayer, le,,rncd 
sy,tem a1 the ,amc ttme 
are all rre,hmcn." Mel ce 
The 81Son \\Ill swi t o!I 
,ea,011 wi1h a hard ,chcJulc. 
"This could be a mur 
schedule becau,c we pla> the 
nine out ol JO game, on Ille 
,ersu, ltlugh team, ,u 
Kansas S1a1c am\ 1'nrth C 
S1a11:." Md.ecse said. 
The Bison start lhe1r 
No" 26 on the ro,1d at 
Unhersit)' of Da\ton. 
"\\e are looking to colllt 
w11h a win. Davton has a 
coach and a • new s\S 
Mcl.cese said. • 
The Bi,on are led hv s 
senior JXlint !,'11,trd lbnuny 
who is also a team capuun. 
' Tomm)' ha, step~ 
leader of 1he tl"am and l 
1ha1 u, Tommy goes, ~o 
team." Mcleese e,plamcd. 
McLccsc i, also e,cilcd 
starling senior for.,.ard 
Cro" dcr. who is a pre-
MEAC pick and will be lhe 
guy for the Bi,on offense. 
Acconiing 10 Mel ee,e.:ii 
young guys. sophomore 
John. Gay. junior forwa 
Chenier and sophomore lol#. 
Thurman John\011 ha\'C 
up and impressl'd lum. 
Starling 8 1'on ccnler 
l.1v111g,1on, who led dtc 
blocked sho1, la,t year. 
be pi\'Olal in the team's 
"This year. defen,e will 
torte. Wilh Grady in the 
we should h,l\'e no proble 
our defense:· Mcleese said. 
year we are going to get it 
with quickness. We will 
ou1worked or oul hustled.'" 
~ r 18, 1994 
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THE HILLTOP 
The Restr11ctnred 
Office of Enroll1nent 
ManageD1ent 
The Office ofEnrolln1ent Management has been restn1ctured to serve students BETTER. Registration, 
financial aid, and adn1issions services have been integrated under one director. The rcstn1ctured office will 
provide greater coordination of ALL enrollment related services. Plans are underway to automate 
registration, financial aid, and admissions processes in order to reduce the time required to meet students' 
needs. S1.11nmer School registration, formerly administered by the School of Continuing Education, will 
now be managed by the Office of Enrollment lv1anagement. 
TJ1e Restrt1cttu·e<l Orga1tizatio11 of'tl1e 
Office of E11rolln1e11t ~lanagcn1e11t 
Executive Assistant/ 
Director of Special Programs 
I 
Assistant Director 
Admissions & Recruiting 
I 
Vice President for Academic Affairs 
I 
Associate Vice President 
for Enrollment Management 
Director of Admissions, 
Records and Financial Aid 
I 
Assistant Director 
Financial Aid 
Assistant Director 
Registration & Records 
& Student Employment 
I 
Staff Assistant 
Secretary I 
I 
Assistant Director 
Transfer & Articulation 
Programs 
Admissions Counselors (9) 
Systems Analyst (1) 
Secretary ( 1) 
Receptionist/Clerk (1) 
Financial Aid Counselors (19) 
Student Employment Counselors (7) 
Systems Analyst (1l 
Receptionist/Clerk 1) 
Academic Recorder Coordinator (1) 
Academic Recorders (3) 
Certification Specialists (3) 
Transcript Processors (3) 
Transfer Advisor (1) 
Admissions Counselors (5) 
Coordinator ( 1) 
Schedule & Consortium Coordinator (1 
Systems Analyst (1) 
Secretary (1) 
Receotionist/Clerk I 1 l 
Secretary ( 1) 
The New Depart111ent of 
Physical Facilities Manage1nent 
The Departn1cnt of Physical Facilities Management has been restructured to respond more rapidly and 
effectively to identified needs of the University community. The department has been reorganized into 3 
divisions: Program Control and Administration; Operations and Maintenance; and Infrastructur.e, Design and 
Building. The reorganization of PFM will improve productivity and effectiveness in the areas of 
communication, responsiveness and accountability. 
The Restructured Organization of Physical Facilities Management 
I 
Vice President for Academic Affairs 
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ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Ali HILCl'OPICs are due, pa,d 
in full, the Monday before publi-
cation. Announcements by cam-
pus organizations for meetings, 
seminars or non-profit events are 
free for IO words or less and$ I 
for every additional five words. 
Campus announcements for prof-
it are charged as individuals. 
Individuals advertising for the 
purpose of announcing a service, 
buying or sell ing are charged $5 
for the first 20 words and$ I for 
every add itional five words.Local 
companies are charged $10 for 
the first 20 words and $2 for 
every ti vc words thereafter. Per-
sonal ads are $2 for the first I 0 
words and SI for every additional 
five words thereafter. 
ANNUUNCEMEN'l'S 
Graduate Student Assembly 
Announces 
CALL TO WORSHIP 
for all Graduate and Proffc-
sional Students 
Sunday November 20, 1994 
nt 11:00 AM 
Rankin Chapel 
speaker: 
REV. OR. PRATHlA WYNN 
Associate Dean for Spiritual 
& Community Life of 
United Theological Seminary 
Dayton, Ohio 
NAACP AR'i'IS'I' EXHIBI-
TION: Nov. 18 12pm - 3pm in 
the Hilltop Lounge Blackburn. 
Come out and support Howard 
Artists! 
II you haven't attended at least 
one UMAC Aerobics class at the 
Bethune Annex, you don't know 
what you've been missing!!! 
Ladies Ladies Ladies Self-
defense/Karate classes available 
for you b) Sensei: Juan, Mar-
tial Arts Fitness Motivator, 
schedule you course today: 387-
8622 Patient, sensitive, and 
knowledgeable. Call today!!!!! 
Men Men Men Serious call 
for strong African warriors to 
become a part of 1he UMAC. 
security force at Howard Univer-
sity. Get trained and certified in 
self-defense by National Martial 
Ans champion and fitness moti-
vator Scnsei Juan Davis: 387-
UMAC {8622) 
Aerobics Aerobics Last call 
for the spectacular UMAC Aer-
obics class at Bethune Annex. 
It's not too late to get a jump 
start on your fitness goals, for 
details call {202) 387-8622 ask 
for Sensei Juan 
Annenbergers. In case you lor-
got, the retreat is lomorrow 
Alpha Phi Omega National Ser-
vice Fraternity, Inc. would like to 
1hank all who coniribute to the 
clothing drive. 
Attn: Arts & Science Junior 
Class mee1ing 6:30-7:30pm Nov. 
30 Rm L41 UG Library 
Criminal Jus11ce next meetmg ,s 
November 30, Douglass Hall Rm 
216, 6:30pm 
'I here w,11 be an Alumni Ihsk 
Force meeting 1his Monday Nov. 
21st al 5:00 in Blackburn Please 
Attend 
B,bie Study. Cummunion. fel-
lowship-al 1he Lutheran Student 
Movement. Every Tuesday in the 
little chapel {Carnegie Bldg.) at 
4pm Everyone's welcome. 
Noonday Prayer ( lbm Skinner 
Associates) Praise and Worship 
every Wednesday and Friday 12-
1 in Rankin Chapel 
The Coll ege Parents Associa11on 
star1ed by Lindsey and Denise 
will have their first meeting Sat-
urday November 19, 11 :OOam nt 
2833 Georgia Ave. Apt 102. Call 
our new Secretary Brigid @301-
559-7258 or new President 
@202-332-92 I 6. Children arc 
welcome. 
(Ep1scopal7Anghcan Students) 
Absalom Jones/Cantabury- Sun-
day EUCHARIST at St. Luke's 
Church, 10:00am. Father Hayden 
preaching. Leave by van al 
9:00am. Meet at Rankin Chapel. 
Thanksgiving Brunch at the 
Smithsonian following Eucharist 
New Jersey Club Meetmg Mon-
day Nov. 21st, 7pm Douglass 
Hall Rm 116 
A11en11on Jamaicans: Alumni of 
Brown's Town Community Col-
lege forming for iofo. contact 
Orlean (202) 843-2222 {pager) 
F'ree Movie!! NC Residents 
join NC CLUB TONIGHT Nov. 
18th Details {202) 483-3 160 
Female Med of Dental Student 
Non-smoking quie1, needed to 
share house 2nd/U St.-$350+util • 
i1ies call 986-7372 
Society of Women Engineers '(c 
Shirt Design Contest Prixe $100 
THE HILLTOP November 1l ..., 
HILLTOPICS 
for info. call 806-6630 Deadline 
November 18, 1994 
Society of Women Engmeers 
Rafnc Prize $75.00 Donation 
$1.00 Winners notified Decem-
ber 2, 1994 Tickets available 
Rm. G-20 Sch. of Engineering 
Seniors! Earn extra$$$. PAr-
ticipatc in GRE Studies and 
earn $25.00 Requirement: 
Answer writitng and math 
questions. For information call 
Matuiri M'ituruciu {202) 806-
8120 or {301) 270-4769 
On November 29th GoidenKey 
National Honor Society wil l 
induct new members. Congratu• 
lations to the inductees. 
The Ladies oi Alpha Chapter 
Delia Sigma Theta Sorority Inc. 
Present The 1995 Jabberwock. 
"You Go Girl'' a ialent competi• 
tion for women. Nov. 15, 7:30pm 
in The Blackburn Ballroom 
$2.00 admission 
Smke Out 'I he Devil! 'lbnigh1 at 
7:30pm Blackburn Alley 
Bowling Party lbmght! Free 
Food Tickets @ door Blackburn 
Alley I 
Prepanu,on Symposium Cover-
ing the next s1cp af1cr Undergrad-
ua1c Studies All Health, Physical 
Educalion, Exercise Physiology, 
Physical Therapy Majors and 
Premed students. Tuesday Nov. 
22 at 6pm, Burr Gymnasium, 
Room TBA. Guest Speaker: Dr. 
Vernon Bond of Maryland Univ. 
College Park. for info. 8()6-7142 
WAN'l'ED 
Mus1c1ans needed for recordrng 
sessions. dance student needed 10 
teach choregraphy to singing 
group. Drama student needed to 
teach singing group. Call Mr 
Dawson (202) 882-1447 
Wanted!!!! lnd1v1duals and Sru-
dcnt Organizations to Promote 
SPRING BREAK '95. Earn sub-
stantial MONEY and FREE 
TRIPS. CALL INTER-CAM-
PUS PROGRAMS 1-800-327-
60 13 
We're Amng Because We Arc 
Growing!! ! RCI FINANCIAL i~ 
looking for energetic, positive 
people 10 fill FULL and PART-
TIME positions with minority 
owned financial corpomtion. 
CONTACT WILLIAM OSBY 
{30 I )306-9200. 
Over 120 American manufactur-
ers need you to assemble prod-
ucts at home. Circuit boards. jew-
elry, holiday decorations, etc. 
Earn $280 to $652 weekly.Part-
time/full-time. Experience 
unnecessary/will train. You're 
paid weekly.Call l-602-680-
744-14 ext. I 00 IC 
'l'HIS IS l't Make our easy hol-
iday gifts at home for our distrib-
utors. $1000 weekly possible. No 
experience. College Crafts, 1925 
Pine Ave., Niagara Falls, NY 
14301. 
IN I ERNSAIP OPPOR'I uNl'I Y 
International research nonprofit 
is hiring interns. BASIC analyzes 
the global arms trade. US and 
European securily and nuclear 
arms issues. Contact BASIC at 
{202)785- 1266. 
$1500 weekly possible ma, 1mg 
our circulars! No experience 
required! Begin now! For more 
info. call (202)298-8933. 
("HERE'S 'l'HE DEAL") - Ali 
you need is; 1.) Great voice 2.) 
Submit one cassette recording of 
your favorite song. sung ncapella 
{need not be original or expen-
sive, but audible!) Can be 
male/female or group, any 
style!We will write, record and 
produce your 1st album SILENT 
PARTNERS. (301 )864-8714/ 
Serious Inquiries Only. 
Al"I EN'l'ION ORGANIZA-
TIONS & SERIOUS ENTRE-
PRENUERS: Earn easy quick 
cash and free trips selling Spring 
Break trips to Florida, Jamaica 
and the Bahamas call {202)3 I 6-
5355. 
SERVICES 
DtsCOuN I USED FURNI-
TURE: Beds, Dressers, Desks, 
Sofas, more. Phone orders, 
Delivery available. Call 
FRIENPLY FURNITURE CO. 
at {301)699-1778/(301)294-4384 
for directions 
Hl'l'CR 'I'HE SKIES 
WITH AIRHJTCH 
Carrib/Mex $189 R/T 
Europe $169, 
Coast to Coast $129 
Call for FREE program 
description 
800-326-2009 
Need Money lor College Call 
College Financial Co. (703) 52 I. 
7329 Today!! 
Al"i 'EN I ION: BAD CREDI I; 
NO CREDIT, SLOW CREDIT 
HISTORY. LET RCI FINAN-
CIAL HELP RE-ESTABLISH 
YOUR CREDrT. CONTACT 
WILLIAM OSBY {30 1)306-9200 
7JISNEY - IJAHAMAS 
CRUISE! 7 days -$298 /couple 
(407)352-4595. ext. 15 
Do you want Penlncnds around 
the world? We can help you. For 
details, send your name and 
address 10: 
GLOBAL PENFRIENDS 
P. B. 14 Hovseter 
0705 Oslo 
Nomay 
and you will receive a form to fill 
ou1 in return we will find you 20 
new friends who share your 
interests and hobbies. Please 
enclose (2) international reply 
coupons for return postnge. 
NEED YOUR PAPER UR 
RESUMFJCOVER LETTER 
TYPED? WHATEVER IT 
MAYBE · I WILL TYPE IT! Call 
232-07 l 3 anytime, leave a mes-
sage. 
VCR Service : 1-ree Estimates. 
Pick-up & Delivery. Call John at 
232- 0840/882-5845 pager# 80 1-
7099. 
SI UDEN'l'S, FKCuCI'\' & 
STAFF: Top Prices paid for used 
and unwanted textbooks with 
resale value. Taj Books Service 
(202)722-070 I. 
Scripture slurts! Cali (703)548-
5315 and press "2" for info. 
Free poetry letter wnuen from a 
Christian world view , The Bene-
diction. Call {703)548-53 15 and 
press "6". 
FOR RENT 
Private home: ( I ) bedroom suite, 
cooking .washer/dryer $425.00 a 
month. (I) month security 
deposit rcq. Mamre s1udcn1. 
Avail. Dec. I st.(202)462-9409. 
Furm>hed Rooms- $295.00-
$350.00 Non-smokers- Carpeted-
Nice-Walk to Howard U. Securi-
ty Deposit. Call 703-385-0538 
Leave message if no one answers 
Rouse tor Rcn1: Spacious JBR 
/2BA Ro\\ house, washer & 
dryer, 5 min. from campus 
$875+utililies. Call 202-526-
156 J 
Apts for Rent: Et hc1enc1es. one 
& two l>cdrooms from S375 
1110111h. Three and four bedroom 
houses from S700 per month. 
Need more info call Camilo 
Richards (202) 265-2667off. or 
(202) 588-1819 
Walk to C:unpus' 1 small BR. I 
BA. LR. full kitchen in newly 
carpeted English basement. Non-
smoking. W/O,D/W.$599/mo. 
includes g,1s. (202)797-7814 
One Rm tor Rent lblk irom 
campus ful ly furnished S285 util-
ities included. Excellent oppurtu-
nity for mature student who is all 
about the books! Call 301-350-
8358 
Brookland Condo - I Bedroom in 
quiet/secure bldg .. walk 10 
metro/shops, view of park, NC, 
$630, (301) 736- 1747. 
PERSONALS 
Congratuiauons - Exodus (Zeta 
Linc) of Phi Sigma Pi National 
Honor Fraterni ty. Alpha Tau 
Chapter. Philia!! 
Rave a great 'I hanksg,vmg 
Nadine, Charmaine, Falona, Can-
dice. Steve, Moses, and Troy 
Kisha 
Thanks to all of the panelists 
who participated in the TEMPO 
rela1ionships round1ablc. Your 
input was interesting and truly 
appreciated- Melinda, Tempo 
Editor 
16 the ladies of 'IEmpo: I hank 
you for all of the time that you've 
pul in this semester. Alhough I 
may not tell you enough, your 
hardwork is really appreciated. 
Keep up 1he good work! Love 
Melinda 
06,qmty ,s ....... Commg 
Exodus- A.K.A. Zc1a Line Con-
gratulations! Your journey is 
complete. Phila! 
Congratula11ons to Lakesha 
Smith. HU first president of the 
Mid-Atlantic Lutheran Srudent 
Movcmenl. 
I hank you Pastor Joseph Don-
ne Ila for all of your love, support, 
concern. guidance and every-
thing- i1 goes on and on! May 
God continue to Bless you-
HULSM 
Dear Pumpkm. After three long. 
but wonderful years, I can still 
see that Ribbon in the Sky for our 
love. You're all the man I'll ever 
need. I love you with all my 
heart. 
HAPPY ANNIVERSARY!!!! 
Happy Birthday SUSAN and 
ERICA! Love your Alpha 
Sweetheart sisters-- Fall 1994 
Court. A-Swee!! 
Andrea C. Cos1on, "Robm," 
today is your 21st birthday. II 's 
been a long time coming, but I 
know you' ll celebrate right. 
Love, Kim "Batman" 
Shouts-out to 1he NSBE RO 
s1eppers for doing an excellent 
job at the Fall Conference. Ya' 11 
wuz 1\voooooo Hype!!! Much 
NSBE Luv and Respect. 
16 Susan M. Jackson Rave a 
Happy 20th Birthday and I wish 
you a Hundred Million Heart 
attacks. Your Baby Sweet, Lloyd 
Happy Birthday K,mmy Sp1gh1, 
wit yo' old self! Love. Andrea 
Barna #2: 'i'hanx tor Saturday 
night. I'm glad I didn' t c-block 
you or I wou Id have been out of 
luck! Bui now I think I need 
Jesus, so let's go 10 church. P.S. 
But it did hi t the spot. 
Love.Barna #2 
Anne and Mialeeka: Cheers tor 
the last ti me. because I 1hink my 
Gin and Juice days arc over. 
Love, Ms. Lush P.S. Anne, 
remember ii was your birthday 
and I hope it was fun. 
D-mcc. Sec what happens when 
you all leave me hy myself for the 
weekend! Walch when Christ-
mas break comes! Love The 
Veteran's Day Lush 
John, 'I hanx for the piggy-back 
ride. It was much appreciated. 
Love, your neighbor. 
Billie: Let's keep takmg 1t slow-
ly dny by day. Who knows. those 
walls just might come tumbling 
down? Sl3y tuned. Your Personal 
Career Advisor. 
69-A-94 I told you thmgs would 
work ou1 for the best. You did a 
very good job. Thanks for walk-
ing me 10 all those art gallefies. 
You know I had to us<! some of 
your eloquent phrase, for my 
paper, 75-A-94 AKA 
16 P.l .: I love you and I'm 
always here for you smoochiz! 
Love Snoopy 
Happy Birthday to Leslie, 
Andrea. and Anne from your 
favorite Annenberg Nerds. 
Happy Birthday Kem Mane 
You're finall)' as old as the rest of 
us (smile) Lo,e you Boo. Aha & 
Trc' 
Sarasva11- i'hanks for bemg the 
most understanding, supportive, 
sponianeous, sensitive, funny. 
1rustworthy. dependable. hone,t 
and real friend/sister throughout 
my four ycnrs here at H.U. I have 
only love and respect for you--
now until the day we 
die ... Stephanie 
12-A-90: Happy Bmhilay 
Spec.! We love you and wish for 
you a blessed year! Love :tlways. 
Parliamen1 Penolopc-Pi1s1op 
lb 12-A-90/From 2-Gnmma 
Rho-89: Have a happy birthday! 
It's still a "deuce-double deuce" 
connection! 
[,kc Beth: Don'1 worry there's 
someone out there for bo1h of us, 
maybe we need to stay out of the 
Towers! Love, Your Car~er Advi-
sor. 
D,d you rruss the Campus Pal 
Interest meeting? Do you need to 
pick up an application? Don't 
worry there is still a little time 
left. Call 884-0694 and leave a 
message. Applications are still 
due on Dec. 1 &2. 
Meed,e. It's ught on the BISON 
& the BISONETTE!! Kajuana 
Lonice, Mecd,c & Dame: I 
dropped a nickel in the East Tow-
ers. Luckily, I picked it up! 
Kajuana 
'lfoceli Ross: I'm gom' up 
Murlyn to get my baby fawvuh 
car and 44 dawluz for that 
Tawmie shert. Lashan K. 
Ka1uana: Sorry, tor the mishap 
intro .. bul you know I love you! 
Mecdie 
'lb the new '94 Student Ambas-
sadors: Wuz-up!! and much love 
to Portia and Vicki. Mecdie 
16 big Chocolate: Everytlung 
will be o.k. Thanks for being my 
friend. Luv, small wonder. 
S,mmee,Monty & 'l'ma, I love 
you all the same can I be down-
wilh Bird Phi Bird? Love 
Memone. P.S.-Long live Sep!. I 9 
&20. 
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DEIAWAR 
STAT 
QUIGLEY'S ATRIUM 
19th & I (Eye) St., NW 202/331-0150 
SAT,, NOY 191h 
DOORS OPEN 10.00, LADIES $5 B~ 10:30. $5 PITCHERS 
MUSIC BY 
MARKIE 
NO ATHLETIC WEAR, N O HOODIES f 
1:t•tii3t];S'{i¾!:t•i:J2;1~1•J~I B 
H 
A 
s 
k 
for 
Sylvia 
0 
r 
Linda 
Penn ... 
'lbuch•L'p P~nn 
DOWNTOWN FLYERS 202!S16-2100 
STUDENTS! 
CHECK OUT THES E SUPER S PEC IALS 
BtL-; {202) "21>-5920 
Offire (301) 422-3862 
Sylvia 
.. •• $.15 & up 
•.• $2.~ & up 
Wrop ......... . 
Frngcr \V:wu 
Shampoo & S.:·l. . . . . $25 & up 
Shampoo & Blow-Ory ... $25 & up 
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"FOOD YOUR MAMA WOULD MAKE .. .' 
THREE THE HARD WAY JPC. WINGS 
SHADY GRADY'S SPC. WINGS 
BIG BUBBA'S JUMBO BURGER 
FAT ALBERTS JUMBO CHEESEBURGER 
SHIRLEY'S STEAK N' CHEESE 
GOLDY'S FRIED FISH SANDWICH 
DOLEMITE'S DYNAMITE DELI DELIGHT 
8PC. CHICKEN WING, JUMBO FRIES, TWO 
CANS OF SODA 
ROLLO'S GARDEN SALAD 
AUNT ESTER'S CHEF SALAD 
• __ DI 
FISH DINNER 
FRIED CHICKEN DINNER 
"liiiji' 
$3.25 
$4.25 
$3.SS 
$3.65 
$4.SS 
$4.Sl 
$7.50 
$3.25 
$4.25 
• 
.. 
